Don't Miss Hampton Concert
With the weekend comes the dances and mountain
trips. The mountains will more than likely be the
center of off campus attraction for more than just
a few of the weekend couples. However, don't forget
the concert at 4 p.m. in the field house; those that
attended last year know it is fabulous—if you missed
it then don't now.
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Mid-Winters Begins Tonight
With Hampton And Orchestra
Student Body Fails To Pass
Proposed Amendments

By JIM YOUNGBLOOD
Tiger News Editor
Student Body failed to pass the 15 proposed amendments presented them at an election held during registration Feb. 4. The amendments were defeated not by a
majority vote of the Student Body, but by a lack of interest on the part of an entire third of the Student Body.
Frank Sutherland, Chairman of Elections Committee, stated it would "be unfair to say the amendments
were defeated when over 50 % of the entire student body
voted in favor of the change and over 80 % of those voting, even counting the 40 void votes as negative ballots,
voted in favor of the 15 amendments.
Amendments Favored
Of 2,467 ballots cast, 1,995 favored the amendments;
432 voted against them; and 40 ballots were voided. The
CDA sponsors for Mid-Winters will be, top row, left to right: Geanie Stallworth, Queens obvious indifference of a large segment of the Student
College for Erwin Abell, president; Sandra Browning, Columbia for Tom McTeer, vice-president; Betty McDonald, McColl for Ronnie Crow, secretary-treasurer; Joannie Robinson, Co- Body was exemplified, but fortunately not typified by
lumbia for Bob Aiken, placing; (bottom row) Jo All, Queens College for Frank Eskridge, pub- the inscription on one of the ballots.
licity; Beverly Bowie, Converse for Frank Clark, decorations; Peggy Wilson, Wake Forest for
Sutherland made the following statement: "There
David Poole, floor and Pat Martin, Clemson for Dave Martin, alternus.
were 3,500 students who completed registration in the
field house. Of these, 2,500 voted; 1,000 did not even
take the time to vote. Some when given a ballot would
just stuff it in their pocket and never give it another
thought.
"However, there were about 40 students who did
take the trouble to fold the ballot and place it in the
"Dear Liar" will be presented! Juliet," and "The Constant Wife." Aherne,
Tuesday as the fourth in a series | "Dear Liar," a witty tour-de- Miss Cornell's last .appearance ballot box without even checking either. There was no
of concerts planned for the col-1 force, has been called a "serio- on Broadway was for a limited excuse for these students not voting. All that was
lege this year. Katherine Cornell comic love affair" by many of the engagement in the season of 1957- needed was about three minutes to read a summary of
and Brian Aherne, the illustrious crictics of the modern stage. The 58 when she starred in Christothe proposed amendments and a check in favor of or
itars of the New York stage, will play has a list of credits as im- pher Fry's "The Firstborn." The
pressive as the names of the stars play was directed by Anthony opposed to them.
star in the play.
Adapted for stage from the in- and producers connected with it. Quayle and presented in Israel
Hinders Progress
Presented in Boston in the as a tribute to Israel's Tenth Antimate letters of Mrs. Patrick
But
no!
this
was
too much trouble and time-conCampbell, the famous Irish ac- summer of 1957, the play won niversary.
Receiving her early training in suming—so the result was a hindrance to the progress
tress, and the playwright, Ber- unanimous acclaim by the crinard Shaw, the drama is pre- tics. Norton Elliot, the dean of her native Buffalo and in Detroit, in Student Government.
sented by Guthrie McClintic in Boston crictics. called the play Miss Cornell worked with the
The present Student Body Constitution was passed
association with S. Hurok. It is "wholly fascinating, brilliantly Washington Square Players and
February,
1956, and is obviously outdated with changing
witty,
deeply
revealing,
and
in
produced by Jerome Kilty.
with Jessie Bonstelle's stock comthe end, quite, quite moving." pany. She is believed to have es- times and an increasing enrollment. Student Govern6th Appearance
This is the sixth play in which Katherine Cornell, who has been tablished her reputation as an ment is not able to grow as the college grows simply
Miss Cornell and Mr. Aherne presented in many of Shaw's actress of first-rank with her role
because of a clause in the constitution which says that
have appeared together. Included plays, will renew two long-time in "A Bill of Divorcement."
two-thirds of the entire Student Body must be in favor
in the plays in which the pair has associations with the play. She
starred over the past three decades will once again star in a play by
Consistently Faithful
of an amendment before it can be ratified.
are "The Barretts of Winpole Shaw and she will also once again More than any other theatrical
Better To Vote Separately
Street," "St. Joan," "Romeo and star in a role opposite Brian star, Miss Cornell has been con"It
would
have
been better to vote on each amend*••*•**•* ********** sistently faithful to her enormous
ment
separately,
but
obviously from the results of the
public outside of Broadway. She
7
has made seven tours across Am- election that was held, not even two-thirds of the stuerica and performed before
troops in Italy, France and Hol- dents would have voted, not even to mention the necessary two-thirds required.
land.
Brian Aherne was born in
"So what do we do now—maybe next fall ballots
King's Norton, Worchestershire, may be distributed in the matriculation lines ahd all
England. He came onto the American scene nearly three decades matriculating students will be given a chance to vote.
ago to play the male role in "The In the meantime suggestions will be accepted and are
Barretts of Wimpole Street." Mr. encouraged. As an after-thought to those of you who
Aherne achieved a great deal of
know how we in South Carolina got our present constihis success in the London Theatution in state government,, we might even get a Ben
tre.
Although Mr. Aherne
was Tillman in our own Student Government."
widely acclaimed for his movies, he chose to play on Broadway, where his success equalled that of the movies. His
most recent appearance on the
American stage was as one of
Mr. Shaw's heroes, Professor
Commissions were presented to 14 midyear gradHenry Wiggins, in "My Fair
uates by Colonel E. C. Watson, Professor of Military
Lady."
Guthrie McClinton is present- Science and Tactics, and W. T. Cox, Dean of Student
ing the adaption in association Affairs. The presentations were made at an informal
with S. Hurok. He has directed
94 productions. Out of these 94 ceremony Jan. 29.
productions, 28 have starred Mrs. Two of the graduating cadets
McClintic, better known as Kath- are to receive regular Army com- which they will be assigned to
erine Cornell. While Mr. McClin- missions. They are George P. duty in Europe.
tic serves as producer and di- Higdon, Jr. of Charleston and The remaining 12 cadets rerector, Miss Cornell serves as Nathaniel O. Whitlaw of Colum- ceived reserve commissions and
bia. Both of these lieutenants will be ordered to active duty at
producer and star.
Assisting McClintic with the di- will go immediately to active duty stations as follows: James A.
Connell, Jr. of Spartanburg to
rection of the play, S. Hurok has at Fort Bennings, Ga.
had an extraordinary career of They will attend the Infantry Fort Lee, Va.; Furman R. Cul(Contined on Page 3)
Officers Basic Course there after lum of Greenwood to Fort Sill,
Okla.
Also, Joe C. Culp of Lancaster
to Fort Sill, Okla.; Wayne L.
Culp of Inman to Fort Bliss,
Texas; Henry C. Garrison of
Hartsville to Fort Sill, Okla.;
Lee O. Baskins, Jr., of Spartanburg to Fort Benning, Ga.
Also, Clegg L. Greene of
Awards for 25 fellowships and lowships with stipends from $275
more than 50 assistantships will to $2400. These awards are tena- Thomson, Ga., to Fort Benning,
be awarded in 1960-61 for advanc- ble in various fields of study such Ga.; Jerry E. Hunter of Lancased study here in scientific areas, as ceramic engineering and tex- ter to Fort Eustis, Va.; and
William A. Shirley of Honea
announced Dr. J. K. Williams. tile chemistry.
Path to Fort Gordon, Ga.
50 Available
Dean of the Graduate School.
The Alumni Loyalty Fund has The 50 graduate assistantships Also, John H. Steed of Jackmade possible eight fellowships will be granted in all science son to Fort Sill, Okla.; John B.
ranging in alue from $600 to fields certified to offer graduate Smith, Jr., of Athens, Ga. to
$1800. These fellowships will be degrees at Clemson. A graduate Fort Eustis, Va.; and Arthur G.
granted to
students
in the assistant devotes a portion of his Woodle, Jr. of Greenwood to
biological and physical sciences time to such college duties as Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
and in agricultural economics.
tutoring, supervising undergradUnder Federal Government uate laboratories, or aiding mem- Student's Wife
sponsorship five of the fellow- bers of the research faculty.
ships, three in chemistry and
Graduate assistants are paid Succumbs During
two in plant pathology, are from $1200 to $2200 per academic Semester Break
three-year awards. These new year, plus free tuition for the regThe wife of a Clemson stuNational Defense Education Act ular semesters.
dent, Mrs. Celeste Yon, died
fellowships are in addition to
According to Dr. Williams, all here Jan. 30. Her husband,
eight already held by students fellows and assistants are expect- Bobby Yon,, an industrial
at Clemson. These awards pay ed to be appointed before Apr. management major, has refrom $2000 to $2500 per year 15. Applications for the awards turned to Clemson and is now
and include dependency allow- should be filed as soon as possi- residing in the dormitories.
ances.
ble. Full information is available
Both Bobby and his late
Industrial organizations and from the Graduate School office, wife, Celeste were from Loris.
BRIAN AHERNE
foundations are sponsoring 12 fel- Tillman Hall, Clemson.

Clemson Concerfs Continue With
The Presentation Of "Dear L/arxx

In 'Dear Liar

Graduating Army ROTC Cadets Receive
Commissions By PMS&T, Col. Watson

Weekend Observance Consists
Of Informal Dances, Concert
By JOHN LONG
Tiger News Writer
Midwinter's dance weekend
will begin tonight as Lionel
Hampton returns to Clemson
campus with drums, vibes, and
International Orchestra.
This is the first of the three
dance weekends in second semester planned by the Central
Dance Association.
The fantastic Lionel Hampton
and his orchestra will be appearing at Midwinter's for the second consecutive year, and according to many of those who
saw and heard him, he has put
on an admirable show.
As he did last year Hamp will
perform for both tonight and
tomorrow night's dances and
also give a concert Saturday afternoon.
The dances, both informal,
will be held in the Dining Hall.
The hours are from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m. Friday and 8 p.m. until
midnight Saturday.
Hamp will present the hour
and a half concert at 4 p.m.
Saturday. Admission will be $1.00
and is not included in the block
tickets. The block itself costs
$8.00 with the individual dance
tickets priced at $4.00 tonight
and $4.50 tomorow.
Hampton appeared on campus in May, 1957, for Taps
Junior-Senior in addition to his
being featured in last year's
Midwinter's.
The Central Dance Association
announced that due to the MidWinter's beginning earlier than
previously anticipated difficulty
had arisen in students arranging rooms for their dates.
The orchestra recently returned from a 13 nation tour which
included Israel, Western European nations, and the newly independent Austria.

Honored In Israel
In Israel, Hampton was honored by the nickname "Chief
Rabbi of Jazz". At one time he
played before 5500 Israeli border guards near the Gaza strip.
About 23,000 patrons attended
two concerts in Berlin's famed
Sportplast, the same building in
which Hitler had branded American jazz as "decadent."
In Brussels, Hampton marched his band onto the sidewalk
and played a couple of numbers
for the crowd of 5,000 which had
been turned away through lack
of seating capacity. In Paris the
fans danced in the aisles; in
Spain, he outdrew the bullfights.
Hampton also became the first
American bandleader to perform
in Spain.
Hampton, born in Louisville,
Ky. and reared in Chicago
where he was a paper boy, toured these countries as An American ambassador of good will.
Lionel is a versatile musician
and plays the drums as well as

the vibraharp. He composes
music and has written well over
100 tunes. It has been said that
he is a nervous individual and
always wants to be doing something—preferably playing drums.
Now billed as "King of the
Vibraharp" and "Master of the
Drums" he studied music at the
University of Southern California while working at night. He
initially learned to play drums
from a nun.
Tours World
He has traveled all over the
world giving concerts and has
played or made recordings with
big names as Benny Goodman,
Louis Armstrong, Bing Crosby,
Gene Krupa and Fred Waring.
His tours have taken him
through some 270 countries, not
to mention countless performances in the United States.
Says Hampton on music, "The
thirst for jazz seems unquenchable. Music hath charms, an
adage that it truer today than
(Continued on Page 7)

Religious Emphasis Week

Final Convocation
To Be Held Today

By BECKY EPTING
has also been a forum leader
Tiger News Writer
during the week.
Religious Emphasis Week ends
Baptist forum leaders here
today with the 11 a.m. convo- this week have included Rev.
cations. The final forums for James A. Bowers of First Bapfaculty and students were held in tist Church in Greenwood. Rev.
the dormitories and on campus Robert S. Cooper of Laurens;
last evening.
Rev. Harry S. Girtman of
Dr. Carl Michalson of Madi- First Baptist Church in Penson, New Jersey, has addressed dleton; and Rev. N. Eugene
the Protestant convocation as Mandrell of First Baptist
main speaker. He is professor of Church of Walhalla.
Systematic Theology at Drew A visiting minister from OxUniversity. Dr. Michalson also ford University in England
spoke at the faculty and staff headed the Episcopal forum
dinner Tuesday and conducted leaders. Rev. David Walser, vice
faculty forums.
principal of St. Stephen House,
Roman Catholic convocation a part of the Oxford University
and forum leader has been system, was joined by Rev.
Father Henry D. Noyes. Father Robert Riegel of St. James
Noyes is a member of the Mis- Episcopal Church in Greenville;
sion Band of Paulist Fathers. and Rev. W. D. Roberts, St.
He held spiritual retreats at Jude's Church, Waterboro.
11 a.m. daily and Mass at 6:30
Methodist Participate
Three Methodist ministers
Freshmen may bring cars on in the student chapel.
campus for a 72 hour period, be- Leading Jewish forums was Dr. have served as forum leaders this
ginning noon today and ending Israel J. Gerber, spiritual leader week. They include Rev. James
noon Monday, as announced by of Temple Beth El in Charlotte. E. Kinard of Trinity Methodist
Office of Student Affairs. The rea- He also met Jewish students at Church in Honea Path; Rev.
son for this permission for fresh- a dinner meeting Wednesday in W. C. Reid of the Butler Circuit
m Saluda; and Rev. Joe H. Sowell,
men to have cars on campus is the Clemson House.
A group of 20 leaders, repre- St. Luke Methodist Church, Walbecause of the dance.
senting all major denominations halla.
The office has emphasized
and faiths, have been here for Dr. Michalson, in speaking at
that all freshmen who bring cars
the four day program.
the convocations, used the topics
on campus must obtain a speYMCA guests were Rev. Harry "What it Means to be a Christcial parking permit and the ne- R. May of Grace Methodist ian," "How to Know the Hidden
cessary parking instructions Church, Pickens; Rev. James A.
God," "Injustice, Neurosis and
from the Automobile Registra- Merchant of St. Marks Metho- Unbelief" and "Thy Neighbor
tion office in the Physical Plant. dist Church, Seneca; Dr. Robert and How to Love Him."
If a car is found with no permit H. Spiro, Jr., president of the
As his subjects, Father Noyes
or in the wrong zone, a ticket Blue Ridge Assembly and the used "Faith and Reason,"
will be issued to the owner.
Rev. Keith J. Beam of St. John's "The Church of Scandals"
Any student, regardless of the Lutheran Church, Walhalla.
and "The Christian Family."
number of years spent at ClemServes As Leader
In cooperation with the Religison, classified as a freshman is Serving as Lutheran forum is ous Emphasis Week committee,
not permitted to have or operate Rev. J. Donald Elam, pastor, the Clemson Little Theatre proany motor vehicle on the campus Holy Trinity Evangelical Luther- duced. "The Lark," a story of
without the express permission of an Church, Anderson. Lt. Col. Joan of Arc. Performances were
the Deans of Student Affairs. The Kenneth W. Fristoe, a Free given Saturday night, Sunday afbasis for such permission is in- Methodist, is now serving as ternoon and Sunday evening and
cluded in the traffic and parking Staff Chaplain, 1st Logistical the final performance was Monregulations.
Command, Ft. Bragg, N. C. He day night.

Freshmen Allowed
To Have Cars For
Dance Week End

Registration Appears As Hectic As Previous Sessions"

Advanced Awards
Are Announced

February 4 was the day for incoming freshmen and new students while February 5 found all
returning students fighting through lines and class advisors in order to sign up a decent schedule of classes. However, as the usual order everything was not a bed of roses and Saturday
classes are full. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Students Responsible In Most
Cases of Campus Destruction

Campus Fire Department Manages To Exercise
Activity Only Under Threats And Complaints
Immediately before the end of first
semester, we were alarmed by an incident that occurred in D Barracks. Since
the campus was relatively quiet this parI ticular Saturday evening, some unknown
students decided to light the trash dump
I to remedy the situation.
Although no damage would occur
from such a fire since the dormitories
are constructed almost entirely of concrete and steel, we are not condoning this
action by students to create excitement.
This followed a previous attempt the
weekend before to create some excitement—that time they only ignited some
rags—not too dangerous, but it did smoke
up the halls.
The fact that someone or ones started
a fire in the trash dump was not half as
alarming as the fact that the fire department was unable to come to the scene for
some 30 minutes—the fire department is
approximately 100 yards away from this
particular section of the dorms.
Finally, after threats were made to
call college officials, the fire truck managed to crawl that fateful 100 yards to the
fire. Being a very efficient fire department, they immediately, after surveying
■ the situation, started their pumps and

reeled off the necessary amount of hose.
But, low and behold, who was seen
spraying water on the fire, an able bodied student who by this time had had his
fill of smoke filled halls. By the way,
the fire was extinguished without any
damage—except to the trash.
This also brings to mind another incident which occurred some time ago. This
particular fire was of a grass nature—
right next to the barracks. Again the
"always on call" fire department was on
the scene — but, alas, there were only
sparks left. But these were very dangerous, so they were extinguished immediately with hand fire extinguishers.
However, we wish to pose this question—what is the function of the Clemson Fire Department? How safe are the
buildings on campus if a fire should ever
break out in one of them? We wonder
if a student volunteer fire department
would not be more efficient? Perhaps
safer?
Do we have to threaten the fire department to get them to respond to a call?
Is the only function of Clemson's Fire
Department to each Saturday go for a
ride around the campus to keep the engine from garnering to many cobwebs?
What are the answers to these questions?

By BOB CLARK
Tiger Associate Editor
In one of the papers during first semester this columnist wrote, in passing, of several deeds of destruction
and vandalism which he had witnessed around the
campus, especially within the dormitories.
An oversight was committed, however, by this columnist by not placing
the blame where it really lay. Unfortunately, the students in most cases are
responsible for the property destruction
for which other students have to pay the
penalty.
The question was posed to the authorities why
these missing signs, etc., had not been replaced. After
conferring with several whose position it is to replace
said articles, it became quite obvious to this columnist
that the destruction around campus was and is more
widespread than he had imagined and/or witnessed.
Replacement of these missing signs, namely those
indicating the dormitory sections and floor levels,
would take an endless effort on the part of the authorities, as some irresponsible person or persons are continually committing these destructible acts.

You Know Ed, These Lines Get Worse Every Year
Analytical Approach

As Second Semester Begins The Old Is Over
And The New Begins; Procrastination Begins
The old and the new. The old is over
and the new is but a few days old. This
is our chance to make up for last semester, but only if we start now. Procrastination will extend until the end of this
semester, if it is started now. Now is the
: time to stop procrastination before it gets
a foothold, or then it is too late.
Today is your chance—not tomorrow
to make up for those mistakes last semes-

ter. A college education is a wonderful
thing—but only if we make it that way.
We reap only that which we sow.
To those who put the most into their
studies come the greatest returns. To
those who just squeeze by, come only
average returns. To those who do nothing come no returns at all. What class
do you fall into?

Few Students Aware We Are Only Wanting;
Even Fewer Even Want To Give Anything
What do I want from life? This question is foremost in the minds of the majority of students here at Clemson. Few
students are aware that we are only
wanting. Very few of us ever want to
give anything.
Too often we are only interested in
getting the most from life in the cheapest manner. Wealth, security and easy
living are our main goals and can be
reached by obtaining a college degree—
which usually lands a respectable job.
This necessity seems to be the main
driving force of most students. But will
anyone remember us for any reason other than that we were successful in ob-

taining our goals in life.
Most people have a natural instinct
to help others, but this trait is too often
swept aside by our drive for material
gains. If in setting our goals in life, we
can feel that we are making this world a
better place for others to live in, then
our aim in life is noble in a sense.
A life of service may bring the success that the average man desires, but its
reward comes in knowing others are living better for our influence and help.
Perhaps we should all think a little
more about what we really want out of
life, or better yet what we plan to do
with our life?

Contributions From Alumni For Educational
Purposes Almost Equals That For Athletics
Immediately after the founding of
Clemson Alumni Association and Alumni
Loyalty Fund, interest in these organizations was not too great.
However, in the past two or three
years, contributions from alumni to
Clemson for educational needs of the students, faculty and administration is fast
approaching that of funds given through
IPTAY — which supports athletics at
Clemson.
Before we go any further, we want to
make ourselves clear that we are not
knocking IPTAY, what IPTAY stands
for, Clemson athletics, etc. They are just
as important to Clemson as any other
part.
However, we are glad to see finally
that alumni of Clemson have finally begun to take an interest in the education of
students at Clemson—to take an interest
in each student at Clemson. For the first
time this year they gave a grant of $500

The
"He Roars For

to Student Government to be used in anyway they saw fit.
In the past it seemed to us that alumni's main interest in Clemson was her
athletic program, and so, they only contributed in this field. This was not too
encouraging, since Clemson's main reason for existence is to provide an education for its students, be they athletes or
not.
Those of us who will be graduating
this year should at least think about this
one important thought —. I should be
thankful to Clemson for the fine opportunity that it gave me to obtain an
education.
With this thought in mind, we feel
sure that graduating seniors and alumni
will always remember Clemson. That
they will give a portion of their success
to Clemson that it may grow and become
even greater. That someone else may
share the same opportunity that we did.
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Examinations Are Now Over, We
Can Return To Normal Routine
By FRED BISHOP
Now that we have been relieved of that abominable apparition of exams, we can settle down to what might be called the 40 hour day of expected
study or the "normal" routine
of college work.
Let us examine this period
through which we have just
passed—that time that tries the
minds of the student. Is it of
the most satisfactory arrangement? Could it be rearranged
in some way so that we could
receive greater benefits?
Of course the ideal arrangement would be to have a period
of review study and then an
exam, but as usual, ideals are
rarely accomplished, because of
impracticalities. We could not
expect the administration to
carry on such a lengthy period
of examination.
Therefore, let us put together a compromise between
what exists and our ideal.
As the examination period
stands at present, a student
may have one or two exams on
one day and possibly the grueling number of three. Heaven
help him, because that's about
his only hope. Examinations
begin eighteen hours after we
meet our last class.
For purposes of explanation,
let us assume Joe Doe lias two
exams every day. For purposes
of best performance, let us assume he ends his studying for
exams at midnight. For the
first two exams he has. a study
period of six hours per course.

For the following exams he has
four hours per course.
Obviously, Joe is a human
and must eat so we subtract
one hour from these times.
Thus we have three hours per
course, for the majority of our
exams, in which a student may
consider studying. For the unfortunate person who has three
exams in one day, we shall only
say he has less time.
To say that the times allotted are sufficient would be
incorrect and therefore to say
a student has a chance to review for a final sufficiently and
attains his best grade would
be equally incorrect.
We know the student needs
more time to prepare. To say
it is possible to do so before
classes end is idealistic, but not
practical. It is impractical because quizzes are given right
up to the last minute and
sometimes—in fact too often—
some material is left to the student to understand any way he
can.
Due to the fact that the present system is inadequate and
we cannot attain the ideal, let's
make a compromise.
From the following explanation, we have narrowed the
needed extra time for preparing sometime between the end
of classes and the beginning of
exams.
One proposal would be to
end classes on Thursday at
twelve and begin exams on

Monday. This would give ample time for detailed review for
we would have 3% days before
exams.

home and will accomplish
nothing. Some will, but we are
primarily concerned with the
majority or those who would
appreciate the extra time.
Those who would go home during this period do so now. To
say they accomplish nothing is
erroneous, but this is not what
we are trying to establish.

All of these things we can be
very proud of and thankful for,
being more fortunate than
someother schools in this respect.
, Two structures remain
which, in our opinion, seem
to be left over
from a time
long
past.
Now we're not
exactly trying
to date them
back to the
dark ages, but
it will have
to be admitted that they are pretty old.
The two structures being
spoken of are the library and
the field house. We would like
to discuss the field house for
a few minutes.
The field house has in the
past and does now serve Clemson and the community in so
many, many ways, covering
quite a wide range of interests.
The two we most readily think
of are the concerts and the
basketball games.
It seems rather obvious that
any performer—musician, dancer, or the like—might be
somewhat cramped for space

Another point—when one
goes to a concert, one stands
a good chance of having to sit
on the bleachers. That in itself
isn't too bad. But facing the
other side of the building instead of the stage? This tends
to lead to much twisting,
squirming, and maneuvering
to be able to see. And, you
know, those bleachers can get
pretty hard after a while.
Also, to throw in a purely
feminine comment—trying to
climb rickety bleachers in
heels can get a little hazardous
sometimes. Ask any girl.
If one chooses, one may sit
in a folding chair. This is fine,
except it can also become quite
uncomfortable. Did you ever
strain and stretch to see over
or around 50 heads or more to
be able to see the stage? If .you
have, you know exactly what
we mean.
To sum it all up, some sort
of auditorium is needed. Concert performers would enjoy it
so much more. Student productions would have a much better
place to be presented—Junior
Follies, glee club concerts, and
the like. Not to mention any
student body gatherings that

Whether this rapid deterioration of these lounges
is the result of gross negligence or carelessness on the
part of the students concerned we do not know; however, such acts must desist.

Otherwise, the students living in the barracks
which have newly-converted lounges will no longer
benefit from the pleasure they derive by watching
All right, where are you going television, reading, playing cards, etc., as the privilege
to get the extra days? With the of using the lounges will be taken away from them.

ending of Big Thursday, we
have three days. A day could
be taken from Christmas holidays. We have just finished a
holiday which could serve to
obtain some days. If any other
suggestions are needed, use
your head for a while and you
can think of some more possiblities.

The official word: unless these careless acts of
destruction cease, an increase in dormitory expenses
is inevitable, in order to pay for repairs and replacements.

Fellows, let's act like college students, and anytime we see anyone defacing school property as abovementioned, or any other way, make it our duty to inIf such a system were adopt- form the proper authorities. Defacement of school proed, two days would have to be perty is a senior council offense, and anyone caught
added per semester. Sunday doing so will be tried before the council.
cannot be included because it
is given in the present system.

Regarding school destruction away from the dorm-

To summarize, we know that itories, the same penalty applies. We want Clemson
more time is needed. The pres- to appear presentable to visitors; let's keep it so, or else
ene schedule is inadequate. We
do not care if some revisions make it so.
are made in our proposal as
long as we accomplish the deBeautification of the campus is the second topic
sired end. We need to discuss
this
columnist wishes to discuss this week. Clemson
it and make some sensible
change in the present system. has the potentialities of being the most beautiful camWe do not want to discuss it pus in the South; however, an attitude of apathy will
and forget it, but to discuss it
never put us in those ranks.
and take ACTION!

Campus Building Program Needs
Inclusion Of Library, Field House
on the stage there. And, if you
stop to think, the only way to
get to a dressing room of any
kind is to go off the stage and
past a part of the audience.
That is, unless some sort of
petition or curtain is put up,
and, from a visitor's point of
view, how does that look? Answer it yourself.

Last week a glass window was broken out of a
door over in the old barracks, a result of an inconsiderate and michievous prank played on a student. Such
incidents are not unusual and they must cease, or the
students will feel the brunt of an increase in dormitory
assessment fee next year.

This past semester over $2,000 was spent by the
college in converting eight rooms over in the barracks
into comfortable and attractive lounges. Thus far, since
Some will say that the student will use this time to go their completion, over $75 damage has incurred.

Talk Of The Town

By JUDY DELOACH
In recent years Clemson has
embarked on an expansion
program which would do credit
to any similar institution in
the country. New buildings
have been built and all sorts
of new facilities acquired or
improved for various activities
and classes.

For example, just this past week the dormitory
sign indicating "E-338-342" was turned into the dormitory office, after someone found it lying near its proper
place.

are almost necessary, such as
convocations during Religious
Emphasis Week and Awards
Day.
As for the community—well,
the Clemson Little Theater is
a flourishing organization and
would more than likely be happy to take advantage of such
a facility.

Beginning with the thing most obviously in need
of change; the upper quadrangle. It is without a doubt
the most drab, barren-looking mass of concrete this
writer has ever seen.
Those few plats of grass over in one corner could
be the general rule, rather than the exception. The
amount of money that it would cost to plant shrubs,
bushes, etc., would in the long run compensate for the
tremendous increase in appearance that would result.
The original plan for utilization of the quadrangle
was for military drill. Since the military now has been
abolished for five years, its original purpose has died
out. The military departments now use Bowman Field
and the field adjacent to the Field House for drill.

Converting that mass of concrete to a pleasantlooking mall would greatly enhance the appearance of
the dormitories. In other areas throughout the campus the digging up of trees has been witnessed. In only
Look at the athletic point those places where it is expedient to do so is this deof view. We've heard it said
many times, as perhaps you struction of nature's gifts condoned.

It seems to be a real necessity, and is becoming more and
more so.

have, that when a prospective
basketball player sees our
court, he backs out. "Sorry,
coach, but we play on better
courts in my high school."

There are desolate looking places all around the
campus that could be easily converted to campus beauty sights. For example, the planting of some sort of
bamboo or some plants akin to bamboo around the
Granted, this is a pretty parking lots (leaving ample room for entrances, exits)
drastic thing to say. It could would hide them from the public. After all, there is
pretty easily be at least partically true, however, for, let's little or no beauty to a mass of automobiles parked
face it—it's not the best. It's side-by-side.
no one's fault in particular. It
has simply come to be that
way, and it seems to be time
to do something about it.

We have previously advocated the need of pleasant-looking signs to be placed in propitious places
about campus directing visitors to different sections of
The tennis courts have been the campus. As of yet no action has been taken to
surfaced, the stadium has been put these signs up.

enlarged—why not better basketball facilities?
The spirit at the games this
year has been very good, but
we bet it would be a lot better
if the bleachers weren't quite
so rickety. After all, how much
enthusiasm can you show when
you're afraid the seats may
collapse beneath you?
What do you think? Does
Clemson need a new field house
or something similar, or not?

The University of Georgia, University of Maryland, and many others have erected such directional
signs about their campuses that do not detract from
the beauty. With the rapid expanse that our campus
is making there is an obvious need for such signs here.
These along with other additions and subtractions
from the campus will help to beautify the campus eyesores and alleviate confusion which sometimes reigns
on campus.
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Potronoge of Local Radio Shop
Could Increase Record Stock
By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Feature Writer
During these many weeks that
have elapsed since last this paper
appeared on campus, I discovered that there is a place near
cur habitat from which various
recordings mentioned herein may
be purchased.
At first I thought that the local
radio
and
television
repair
shop was stocking only left-over
records for quick disposal, but as
of late quite a few very good recordings have been seen gracing
the racks. Patronage of the student body would probably bring
about an even wider selection of
top-quality discs.
A recent recording that is
sure to be of interest to most
readers is "Every Inch a Sailor" (Elektra) sung by none
other than that old favorite of
every college man,
Oscar
Brand.
Back-room guitarist
Brand really whoops it up as
usual, and his outspoken style
leaves nothing to the imagination except the scene of the
"crime".
Such spicy ballads as "Guantanamo Bay" and "Subdivision
Nine" take the listener on one of
the most unprintable tours in all
music. Those of you who are familiar with Mr. Brand through his
"Bawdy Songs" series know what
to expect in this latest release.
To all else who may tread this
unknown path, a word of caution.
Play this one quietly before blast-

ing it forth to a mixed group at
full volume!
Concerts Carried
Classical music fans will be
glad to know that WCAC FM of
Anderson carries the Saturday
concerts of the New York Philharmonic. These interesting performances are broadcast from
nine o'clock through ten o'clock in
the evening.
This week's feature presentation
is "Capriccio Espagnol" by Rimsky-Korsakov. Conductor Leonard
Bernstein will present his usual
comments on the music plus a
memorable performance.
Although I imagine that this
Saturday night will find very
few Ciemson men around their
radios, these concerts with their
famous guest soloists are good
listening when a dance weekend
is not in progress.
Speaking of the dance weekend,
Lionel Hampton has an excellent
album currently available on the
Columbia label. It is entitled
Golden Vibes" and features the
old favorites "My Funny Valentine" and "The High and the
Mighty" just to mention two of
the twelve numbers done in the
famous Hampton style. These
are fine performances, but nothing compared to what is certain
to originate at the Saturday concert.
Those who attended the showing of "Anatomy of a Murder"
probably were impressed with the
jazz score by Duke Ellington. This

HAVE DISCOVERED »«>

WEIGHT UFTINS
CICftSETTE ?

same music is now available on a
Columbia recording bearing the
same title as the movie.
Provide Good Jazz
This monaural and stereo album provides some mighty good
jazz to the listener. Modern in the
latest sense is the only way I can
describe the music, so for those
who enjoy real swinging sounds of
a great group, this is the album
for you.
Not wishing to leave the popular field completely out, I mention Bobby Darin's latest hit,
"Beyond the Sea". Quite a bit
is being heard of this record at
present which is only fair, considering that Darin is the best
newcomer since Pat Boone, and
his records are really tops.
Several years from now, when
most of the squawkers of today
are long gone, the name of Bobby
Darin will still be with us. It
seems that someone has finally
realized that a hit today and
gone tomorrow isn't the best way
to make a future for oneself.
There ought to be enough "live"
jazz on campus this weekend to
keep all of the troops happy, so
I'll say no more about recorded
music and encourage everyone to
run, walk or crawl to the field
house Saturday afternoon for the
concert.
Oh yes, it is advisable to be in
somewhat better shape for the
dances. I'm personally looking
forward to seeing "Hamp" put
that drum into orbit this time!

Parking Lots Become Sites of Trap-Lines
to Newcastle to discuss these
trappers to the average Ciemson student for most of us have
already grown sick of these
greedy bloodsuckers who are constantly groping for and clawing at our billfolds in crazed
desperation, but let me speak on
this topic for the sake of any
new arrivals among our weary,
persecuted lot.
Their trap-lines are usually
laid out in the flat plateau reg-

ions known as "parking-lots".
The traps themselves are not of
the old fasion steel-toothed variety, but consist instead of two
lines painted parellel to each
other approximately six feet
apart, just enough space for one
car-shell.
The color white represents
purity and innocence, so it is
that these traps are white. They
are as alluring to the eye as a
(Continued on Page 6)

Little Theatre Presents Play
In Conjunction With RE Week
By ANITA THURSTON
Tiger News Writer
"The Lark," the story of Joan
of Arc, was presented by the
Ciemson Little Theatre last weekend to open Religious Emphasis
Week. This play, adapted by Lillian Hellman, is a rather unusual
presentation of the story of the
"Maid of Orleans."
The play takes place in the 15th
century when the French were
fighting desperately to keep their
country from the English invaders. Joan, a young French shepherd girl, is visited by Heavenly
Voices, who instruct her to dress
as a soldier and lead the French
to victory.
She goes to the Dauphin of
France and manages to convince him to allow her to command his army, and the English are pushed steadily back.
But finally Joan is captured,
betrayed, and taken to Rouen to
be tried as a heretic. The action
*••*****•

RE Week Play Presented

Bv Warnie

PROFESSOR NOI^SKOUL,
is IT TRut THAT YOU

Letters To Tom

Dear Tom,
Beavers are seldom seen in our
streams; "Lord Grizzly" has all
but been eradicated from the
forest of North America. For
sometime it appeared that the
trapping enterprise would become extinct along with
these and other fur bearing animals, but this was a misconception for, as everyone knows, here
on the Ciemson campus trapping is still a thriving business.
The aspects have changed, but
not the essence. A new prey has
been uncovered which zoologists
call "Homo sapiens"; the trappers at Ciemson speak of this
strange beast as a "student". .
The fur on Homo sapiens is
worthless; the skin is useless,
and the meat is not considered
to be a delicacy to anyone but
staving tigers. Why then are
these Homo sapiens so sought
after?
Accordings to physiology there
is at the base, and a little to the
left, of the spine of all students
a small pouch (somewhat like
that of the Kangaroo) called
"billfold", and there is produced
in this billfold a hormone,,
"money-plasma", which is essential to life. Without it all
sorts of complications set in,
and this hormone is the object
of the ravenous wolves of old
"Fort Hill."
Homo sapiens have all but
lost the use of their legs. Evolution has provided them with a
shell (somewhat like that of the
turtle) which is called "car".
This car rolls from place to
place, and it is at this time the
student can easily be snared.
It may seem like carrying coals
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of the play takes place at the
trial, and her story is told in retrospect.
Jeanette Fincannon, a student
of Daniel High School, and Anita
Thurston, a Ciemson coed, shared
the part of Joan, each doing it
for two performances. Cauchon,
the Bishop of Beauvais who tried
to save Joan, was done by professor Harold Coolidge.
Dr. Gilbert Miller took the part
of Warwick, the cynical Englishman who acted somewhat as a
master of ceremonies throughout
the play. King Charles was played by Mr. Tom Witherspoon; the
Inquisitor by Mr. Robert Nowack,
and the promoter by Mr. Charles
Webster.
Students Take Part
Several Ciemson students took
part in the play, either in the cast,
or doing backstage work. La Hire
was played by Jerry Walters;
Brother Ladvenu by Rodney Foster; Joan's father by Don Benz;
and soldiers by Ben Hagler and
William Cooper.
The Ciemson Little Theater is
an amateur group, made up of
students, faculty, and townspeople, and they usually put on
three or four plays a year. This
involves many hours of hard
work and fun for everyone involved.
Those interested
in
acting,
painting scenery, pulling curtains,
moving tables, putting up lights,
or doing any of the many things
that it takes to make a play a
success, should call the secretary,
Mrs. Wylie Hogue, telephone 014-5670, or contact one of the members of the cast listed above.

Cooper Expresses Views About Ciemson
By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Writer
Martin Cooper, a ceramic engineering major, is a native of
Greenville. He is the president of
Tau Beta Pi, Vice-president of
Phi Kappa Phi, and a member of
Phi Eta Sigma, Keramos and
American Ceramic Society
Did you have any particular
reason for coming to Ciemson?
:
'I had known many people who
had graduated from Ciemson and
it seemed to fulfill what I sought
in a college. Its location and economic advantages were two factors, but mainly I wanted to study ceramic engineering, and
Ciemson had a new and excellent
department.
Do you think the present
grade point ratio system is an
adequate guide to a person's
achievement?
"Yes. It has its merits and demerits, but I don't believe you
could grade any closer. Not only
this, many professors grade by
roups and with this he eliminates
much of the absolute grading of
60, 70, 80, 90."
As the system stands at present, we have five grades. These
are below 60, . 70, 80, and 90.
Other grades are non-existent on
the reports. Yale University is under the four grade-point system.
They have a five point difference
as opposed to our 10 point system.
Could Be Better
If we were to adopt their system, 60 would be one grade point,
64-1.5, 70-2.0, 75-2.5, 80-3.0, 85-3.5,
and 90 and above four grade
points. Would this not serve to be
• ••*•***•

a more accurate guide, yet let the
professor have some leniency in
his grading?
"Perhaps so, but even under
our present system, it balances
out over a four-year period. Most
certainly, the Yale system would
provide more initiative on the
part of the student to obtain a
better grade."
"Too much emphasis is placed
upon the "G.P.R." Often a company would much rather have a
slightly above average student or
B student, than a student with
exceptionally high grades.
The main thing sought by an
employer of an employee is not
his knowledge, but his ability
to apply this knowledge in some
practical means. This and an
obvious interest in working for
the employer is of prime importance.
"The mature student doesn't
worry about grades. He knows he
is here to acquire an education
and lets the grades fall where
they may."
Another possible point for improving the college or changing
the "status quo" of some situations here at school would be the
reserving of the new dormitories
for seniors only, and have no hall
counselors on these halls.
This would constitute a saving
of $250 per month to the college
and also recognize the senior as
what he is - a mature adult. There
would be other advantages to this.
Do you think such a system
would work?
"Perhaps. You could not make
it compulsory for seniors to live

there, but keep it open only to
seniors. As for the eliminating of
hall counselors, there might be a
question as to who would be in
charge.
We would also have to see if
the seniors approved of the idea.
Obviously, all the seniors would
not want to live in the new dormitories, and the unoccupied rooms
could then be assigned in the
usual way."
Major Complaint
"The major complaint I would
have against it would be the
breaking down of the dispersion of
students by classes as it now exists."
While speaking of senior privileges, what do you think of unlimited cuts for seniors?
"Well, I would be in favor of
having unlimited cuts for both
seniors and juniors. These students are mature enough to know
whether or not to attend classes,
I would leave the freshman, sophomore regulations as they stand."
I saw a recommendation, or
something of that nature, which
was given to all the professors.
The nature of the statement
was that all courses numbered
300 and above were to receive
unlimited cuts and that the professor was to use his own means
for obtaining the students' interest and attendance..
Now whether or not this was a
recommendation or official rule
I do not know, because the faculty or administration has not informed us of such -a change in

policy.
We have discussed some of the
changes that might improve the
(Continued from Page 1)
college but do you have any in
particular?
presenting
concerts
at
the|
Hippodrome. He began his caNeeds Dorms
"Ciemson needs women's domi- reer by presenting concerts in|
tories in its progress toward uni- settlement houses.
Served Many Roles
versity status. I could name some
more, but they have often been In a dozen years in the thea-l
said and it would be repetitious. tre, Jerome Kilty has served as I
Many students know what is actor, producer, and director,!
needed, but getting it done is not founding the Brattle Company inl
Cambridge,
and
directing orl
entirely within their power."
"One problem that we often acting leading roles in more thanl
hear discussed is cheating. Cheat- 60 plays. Most of these plays |
ing, definitely a serious problem, were in the classical group.
Mr. Kilty began work on "Dearl
exists to some degree as in all
schools but is the Clemsn stu- Liar" in 1956 and gave it in itsl
dent really basically dishonest? first performance at the Kresge|
I think the way the Dan's and Auditorium in Boston. Its sucthe other merchants of Ciem- cess there led to the present tourl
son trust 4000 students is a good starring Katherine Cornell and|
indication of our basic integrity. Brian Aherne.
Cecil Beacon is responsible
Perhaps the questioning of one's
for the designing of Miss Corintegrity could have something
nell's wardrobe for the play.
to do with the classroom situaHe also devised the decor and
tion."
t
When not engaged in scholastic dress for many recent plays,
work, which may be a student's including "My Fair Lady", in
first concern, but not his last, which Brian Aherne starred.
Martin enjoys watching a football The lighting is arranged by|
game or listening to a hi-fi. He Jean Rosenthal and the incidenlikes to hunt, but "I find little tal music composed by Sol Kap-I
time left to do so."
Ian. Special sound equipment will|
After graduation, Martin plans to be installed for this performance.
attend graduate school. "Ciemson This drama has been preceded I
may have its errors, but I have by an opera, a piano recital, and I
found it to offer to its students a ballet. It will be followed by a |
an enlightening experience. It is band performance and a symone that I will not soon forget and phony orchestra. The entire Ciemthat will help me throughout son College Concert Series conlife."
sists of six performances.

CONCERT

[•*•••***•*

Campus Character

The whole is equal
to the sum of its parts
(But some of its parts are more equal than others!)

MARTIN COOPER

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.
105 E. Whitner St.

Phone CAnal 4-0707

Anderson, South Carolina
20 BILLFOLD PICTURES

for

$1.20

from any picture or negative
"BETWEEN THE BANKS"

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Even Euclid had to admit...

Tiger Tavern
Located in Lower Lobby of Ciemson House
Open Late After Dances
'The Lark' a play about Joan of Arc was presented Saturday,
Sunday and Monday to the students and general public by the
Ciemson Little Theater as an opener for Religious Emphasis
Week. Shown above are two of the main characters as portrayed by Prof. Harold Cooledge (left) and Dr. Gilbert Miller.
(Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

Open 9:30 A. JVL to 12 P. M.
ft FOUNTAIN SERVICE
ft SANDWICHES

ft NEWSSTAND

It's what's yf» front
that counts
Euclid proved that a straight
line is the shortest distance
between two points. And if
you'll walk a straight line to the
nearest pack of Winstons, you'll
find it the shortest distance to
a really enjoyable smoke. It's
the tobacco up front that makes

the difference and that's where
Winston packs its own exclusive
Filter-Blend—a special selection
of light, mild tobacco, specially
processed for filter smoking.
You'll find Filter-Blend gives
Winston a flavor without parallel. In fact, it's axiomatic that...

WINSTON TASTES GOOD, LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD!
R. 1. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. WINSTOH-SALEH.H.C
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Tig Basketeers On Road For Two ACC CEashes
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Layups Made Choppy Patterson Style

By BOB BURNS
Tiger Sports Editor

Is New Bench Jumping Fine Right?
Just recently ACC commissioner, Jim Weaver, gave
Atlantic Coast Conference coaches the final word on
bench jumping, "Stay seated or get fined." There has
since been much controversy over this issue and we will
not refrain from adding our opinion also.
According to Weaver any coach who leaves his seat
during action play of a basketball game to protest a call,
shout at the referee or give advice to players will automatically draw a hundred dollar fine. Players, likewise,
will be required to remain on the bench when not playing.
In our opinion we cannot go along in agreement with
this new rule and we will include several reasons. Basketball has developed into quite a colorful game and a
main reason for this has been its coaches and their actions. Confining these men to their seats will detract
much from the game, particularly with the variety of
ACC personality.
Is it wrong for a coach to protest a call which obviously appears wrong? Should this right be taken
away from him? Basketball officials are usually pretty
good and then too there are a few which do not rank par.
In either case though there are apt to be a share of bad
calls along with fouls missed. In the high tension basketball games of today and as close as many of the
games are it is only natural for coaches to protest a bad
call.
The main reason for introducing the fine comes
from the belief that a coach moving onto the floor is
liable to result in inciting a riot. While realizing that
this is not altogether impossible, we feel that it still
posses an element of absurdity and rings with a preposterous note. Riots are hot difficult to ignite, but the
mere raising of the haunches of a coach to expound upon
his feeling of injustice does not seem adequate to cause
such an inflammation.
Thus far no ACC basketball coaches have been
assessed with this fine although North Carolina's Frank
McGuire received a warning this week in the ClemsonUNC game from the popular Lou Bello.
And from the present rate most of the coaches should
be able to keep their seat. Clemson basketball coach
Press Maravich hasn't broken any rules yet, that is if
they don't outlaw towel chewing, and in his opinion he
will stay seated. Maravich claims, "One thing for sure—
it'll either be stay on the bench or get fined and my bank
account can't stand the latter. Coach Howard has already told me that if I get fined it'll be $10 a month out
of my pay check for the. next 10 months. That is not
conudcive to paying off the lingering Christmas bills
Currently the public's interest is directed to who
will be the first coach to draw the fine. Personally, we
hope that no such fines will be handed out this season
and maybe another system introduced next year. Basketball just won't be the same with such coaches as
Bones McKinney sitting on the bench.

Krajack Shows Spark
If Clemson's basketball team has had any unsung
hero this season the honors could very well go to Junior
Ed Krajack, although flashy sophomore Choppy Patterson has been the highlight just about every game, teammate Ed has been adding much spark.
It seems that Ed has found his shooting eye and is
pumping the ball more regularly. And he seems to be
hitting quite consistently. In the last three games the
Tiger starter has averaged in the double figures along
with boosting his field goal percentagle to .403, second
only to Tom McHaffey's .431.

Bowl Trophy Received
Visitirs in Clemson's field house may have noticed
a new addition to the trophy cases. The new award is
none other than the expensive Bluebonnet Bowl trophy
awarded to the winning team each year.
The award is a sterling silver bowl worth several
hundred dollars. This bowl will be kept one year by
Clemson and then returned for next year's winner of the
Bowl classic. Clemson will in turn receive a duplicate
bowl which will be their permanent trophy. For the
interest of anyone wishing to see the trophy, it is located
in the main lobby of the athletic building.

1960 Baseball Schedule

Clemson flash, Choppy Patterson, moves in the hard way in
an attempted layup. The Tiger sophomore scored 17 points in
the game although the Tigs lost. Other Clemson players are
Earl Maxwell (42) and Walt Gibbons. The player for Wake
Forest attempting to block the shot is Dick Chappel. (Tiger
Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)

Maravich Ends Search
For Needed Tall Player
Clemson's basketball team may have found that
much needed "tall man" that they have been hunting
for many years. Coach Press Maravich has announced
that Manning Privette, outstanding basketball star of
Hartsville High School, has signed a grant-in-aid to
enter the ranks of the Tigers this fall.
Privette will undoubtedly be
the tallest player on the Clemson team since he towers six
feet eight inches. The good
Coach admits that Privette is
the tallest player he has recruited since coming to Clemson four years ago.
The 210 pounder has been on
the Hartsville Team for the past
four years, the last three as a
starter. He led the Pee Dee Conference in scoring last year with a
better than 20-point average, and
is again leading the loop this season by driving in more than 25
points a game.
Some of the accomplishments
and achievements of the new recruit seem incredulous. He has
been a member of the all-tournament and all-conference teams
of the Pee Dee for the last two
years, and was selected as one
of the top five boys in the state
in a pre-season poll.
Manning set a Pee Dee scoring
mark this season with 33 points
in one game and he also holds
the rebound mark. At the present
time he is averaging 30 rebounds
a game, with 42 being his high
for the season.
The Hartsville coach says that
Privette is used some in the pivot
scoring with a hook from both
sides, but
that most of his
shots have come from the outside on a jumper. He is hitting
better than 50 per cent from the
field this year.

Maravich said that he had
personally scouted the Hartsville star and feels that he will
continue to improve. "He likes
basketball and has a lot of desire. We are happy to get us
a real big man because in the
league we play in you have to
have players who are tough on
the boards, or you'll get it
everytime you walk on the
floor- which we have found out.
I am sure that Manning will
help us in our program."
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Clemson's Basketeers were
handed their eleventh loss
against eight' wins last Monday
night by the ACC's number one
team, the University or North
Carolina. This gives the Tigers
two wins and six losses in conference play. They are at present in seventh place in the conference trailed by the Virginia
Cavaliers.
In the North Carolina game,
Clemson kept the Tarheels
fairly close until the final moments of the first period. The
Tarheels took a five point lead
minutes after the game started, but the fearless Tigers
closed this lead and momentarily took the lead. The Tarheel cagers shortly regained
the lead and never lost It
again. The Tigers were within
four points of their opponents
most of the first half, but the
'Heels pushed their lead to
eight points as the half ended
with the score Clemson 28 and
North Carolina 36.
In the second half the Tarheels continually opened their
lead. The boy who had stuck to
Choppy Patterson like glue in
the first half, Harvey Salz, slacked up just a little and Choppy
finished the game as high scorer
with 21 points, only 12 from the
floor. Shaffer led' the Tarheels
in scoring with 20 points. The
count showed Shaffer hit 12 out
of 19 field goals and five free
throws. The Tigers were well
backed with a capacity crowd at
their 54-73 defeat,
play. The probable starting lineup
for Virginia will be center, Bob
Mortell; forwards, John Haner
and Walt Densmore, and guards,
Paul Adkins and Tony Laquintano. Four of the starting five are
hitting in the double figures with

New Trophies Honor
Calhoun and Norman
By ED FOX
Tiger Sports Writer
Two new track trophies and
two new track plaques are in the
showcase on the loggia. The trophies will remain with the college
in the athletic department, and
the plaques will be awarded annually to the most valuable member and the best competitor.
The trophies, donated by Robert C. Edwards, President of
Clemson College, and Frank J.
Jervey, Vice-President of Clemson
College, are awarded to honor
two great men, Dr. F. H. Calhoun
and A. W. Norman, and to arouse
interest in track among the student body.
Coach Banks McFadden says,
The end of the military at
Clemson caused a loss of interest in track sports because of
opportunities to leave the college on weekends." Coach McFadden hopes that the new

trophies will stir interest in
track because he believes that
some boys would have been
good at track sports but they
lost interest and quit.
The Memorial trophy honors
Dr. F. H. Calhoun, who organized
the first Clemson College Track
team and coached it from 1905 to
1914. Dr. F. H. Calhoun, teacher
of Geology as well as track, was
admired and respected by all who
knew him. This trophy is presented to the most valuable member
on the squad.
The A. W. "Rock" Norman
track trophy honors A. W. Norman, who was known as an inspiring man and was liked very
well. This trophy will be awarded annually to the team's best
competitor.
Coach McFadden says, "This
years winners will be awarded the plaques at next years
annual IPTAY meeting." These
awards are actually honors and
to win one would be a great
achievement.

Tig Tank Team Gains
Experience Hard Way Clemson Theatre

Date
Opponent
March 21—Georgia State Teachers
March 22—Georgia State Teachers
March 25—The Citadel
March 26—The Citadel
March 29—Georgia Tech .
—
March 31—Georgia Tech _
April 2—Georgia
April 4—Wake Forest
Winston-Salem, N. C.
On February 5th the Tigers
April 5—Duke
Durham, N. C. met Sewanee and lost by a
April 8—Virginia
CLEMSON score of 59-36. Again Bengal
April 9—Maryland
CLEMSON swimmers took wins in several
April 15—North Carolina _
Chapel Hill, N. C
events; among them the 160
April 16—N. C. State
Raleigh, N. C. yard individual medley, the 200
April 18—Maryland
... College Park, Md. yard butterfly, and the 400 yard
April 19—Virginia
Charlottesville, Va. free style relay.
April 23—South Carolina
CLEMSON
On the 6th of February the TigApril 25—Georgia ..
Athens, Ga.
May 2—Wake Forest
CLEMSON ers swam against Maryland and
May 3—Duke
CLEMSON lost (51-38). Tig tankers cataloged
May 5—South Carolina _
Columbia wins in the 200 yard brest stroke
May 9—North Carolina _
CLEMSON and the 400 yard free style relay.
May 10—N. C. State
CLEMSON Coach Carl McHugh stated that
May 13—Furman
CLEMSON in these last three meets, his boys
May 14—Furman
Greenville had begun to show the results of
experience gained during the season. Most of the boys bettered
J a 3 A 3 s
a3Ss3W
1 3 A 1 a i 3 1 V 1 A V Cotton Wash Trousers their old records.
Coach McHugh also stated
1 1 OA i a 3 1 1 1 1 M
that he was looking forward to
a V 1 ■ 3 0 i H Ol 3 H S
a much improved team next
3 3 H S I0O
year due to the addition of this
N S 1 0 3 HBN
year's freshmen. This year's
jQ| BQ i a I S V
Military Shoes, Sox,
freshmen show great promise
3 1 3 n SB N 3 3
as they have set very good reMIXM sow.
» N 1 M
3 S
Ties
cords this season. In a practice
</ 3 I
aWV
dV H
against Vandy the frosh broke a
3 1 Os N i
39 NV H 0
varsity record of 4:26 for the
1V 0 0 3 a a V 0 a d n
400 yard medley relay by set9 1 0Va i 9 N 1 M 3 s
ting a new time of 4:25 seconds
for the event.

i

place in ACC scoring and he is and Walt Densmore.
Sophomore Anthony Laquintano
also the team captain. Paul is a
six foot Senior who has been an will hold down the other guard
outstanding performer for the slot. Laquintano is a real good
Cavaliers during the last three backcourt man and he is extremeseasons. Adkins was high scorer ly dangerous on jump shots.
Here is Coach Maravich's opinon the squad last year with 399
points.
ion of the Virginia cagers: "VirThe big gun for Virginia on re- ginia has a real good first team,
bounding is their 6'-8" center, they'll Wyatt Earp you to death."
Bob Mortell. Mortell is second in Maryland is holding down third
the nation in rebounding and he spot in the ACC with losses to onis a dangerous man on both of- ly Wake Forest and North Carofense and defense. In the forward lina. The Terps are coached by
position the Cavaliers have two Bud Millikan who is considered
double-figure men in John Haner one of the nation's best. The man
• ***•• + ** ■*•*•*•*****

That's One Shot You Won't Make!

UNC Hands
Tigs Their 11th
Defeat of Season

The Tiger Tank Team has had bad luck this year
having won only a few meets. The team has given their
Site
opposition close competition in most all events but has
Statesboro, Ga.
Statesboro, Ga. lost meets due to lack of team strength in certain events.
CLEMSON Tiger swimmers lost a hard fought battle to Vanderbilt
CLEMSON (58-31) on February 4th but Tig Tank men won the 220Atlanta, Ga.
CLEMSON yard freestyle, 160 yard individual medley, diving, 100
CLEMSON yard freestyle, and 440 yard freestyle relay events.

Day
Mon.
Tues.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Sat.
Mon.
Tues.
Fri.
Sat
Fri.
Sat.
Mon.
Tues.
Sat.
Mon.
Mon.
Tues.
Thurs.
Mon.
Tues.
Fri.
Sat.

By JIM STEPP
Asst. Sports Editor
The Clemson Tiger Roundballers leave today for two conference road games, Virginia and
Maryland. They will meet the
Cavaliers Saturday, Feb. 13, and
the Terps Monday, Feb. 15. The
Tigers were successful against
the Cavaliers in their last tilt, but
Virginia has a great deal of potential and meeting them on their
home court should make for a
hard-fought clash.
At the present time the Cavaliers are in the cellar of the ACC
with a 1-8 record in conference
Adkins leading the team with an
18.5 average.
Adkins is currently in second

Frosh swimmers in this event
were Goodson, Forehand, de Nevarra, and Blackburn. The freshmen will swim Saturday at the
University of North Carolina. The
Varsity and freshmen will meet
Virginia at 4:00 Friday afternoon
and will close out their season at
Emory next Wednesday.

Billiard, Ping Pong
Tourneys Planned
Intramural pocket billiards
will be held next Monday
night at 7:30 p.m. All interested students should be at
the "Y" pool room at this
time as this is when all pairings will be made. Straight
rotation pool will be played
with three out of five games
determining the winner.
The intramural ping pong
tournament will be played
next Thursday at 7:30 in the
"Y". It will be finished
Thursday night with 21 points
for a win.

COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone OL 4-20IT
FRI.-SAT.-SUN
n

MON.

Operation
Petticoat"
with

CARY GRANT AND
TONY CURTIS
TUES. - WED.

"The Warrior
and the
n
Slave Girl
THURS. - FRI.

to watch for the Terrapins will
be forward Charles McNeil. McNeil is the offensive weapon for
the Terps and he has already
been selected on the pre-season
All-South team.
As a sophomore he set a new
school record for scoring and he
is expected to break the thousand point mark this season.
Guard Jerry Bechtle was
the second leading scorer last
year with 261 points for a 11.9
mark. Center Al Bunge is considered the finest "big man"
ever to wear the Bed and White
for Maryland. The six foot-nine
inch senior is one of the games
best rebounder and defensive
men.
Another great defensive man is
forward Pete Krukar. He will definitely be Coach Millikan's choice
for the top defensive assignment
in the back against the Tigers.
Rounding out the probable five
for the Terps will be junior forward Bob McDonald.
The Clemson Cagers will be out
to better their conference record
and the starting line up will probably be as follows: center - Tom
Mahaffey, Guard - Ed Krajack,
forward - Walt Gibbons, guard Choppy Patterson, and forward
George Krajack. Patterson is the
leading man on the squad with a
17.4 average and he is followed
by George Krajack with a 12.9
mark.

Walt Gibbons, Clemson forward, moves in to block a Demon
Deacon shot in a home game while center Tom McHaffey looks
on. The loss was the second of the year for the Tigers against
Wake Forest. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)

Tiger Golfers Battle
For Team Positions

ft

Attention! All prospective persons interested in
trying out for the Tiger Golf Team are asked to attend
a meeting in room number 1. The time is 7:00 p.m.,
on Monday, 15th of February. All members of the Tig
Golf Team are to meet in the same room. It is very
important that everyone be present.
Senior lettermen returning this

season are Mack Long and Burn
ham Uhler. Junior letterman returning are Bob Moser, Ed
George and Bill Townsend. Sophomores that will be back from last
year are Max Pain and Bob
Pierce. Last year's number one
man was Mack Long. He was followed by Bob Moser, number two
man. Burnham Uhler held down
the third position. Johnny Murray, who was number four man
last year, is not returning. One
of the promising sophomores, Bob
Pierce, won the East Lake Country Club in Atlanta, Georgia. East
Lake Country Club is one of the
toughest of matches in the Southeast.
So far six Tiger golfers have
been practicing at Boscobel since
the middle of October. The golfers
have been getting ready for team
try-outs. There is no charge for
anyone trying out for the team;
this practice will continue until
the team is chosen. The team will
participate in ten matches this
year plus the state tournament.
The Tig Golf team was state
champion last year and should be
champs again th;s year.

KGDL

Semi-Pro Team Too
Much For Freshmen
Clemson's freshmen suffered
their seventh loss of the season
against eight wins this week
when they fell behind the strong
semi-pro Piedmont Rangers 10091. The Rangers fought off a late
Cub rally with former varsity
star Vince Yockel dropping in
three layups on fast breaks.
Three former Clemson varsity
players saw action for the Rangers. Besides Yockel were Doug
Hoffman and Jim Lewis. Yockel tallied high scoring honors
for Piedmont and tied with Cub
Ron Undereiner who also hit for
36 points.
Undereiner's 36 point total
was a high for a Cub individual
this season. Larry Seitz had
previously scored 35 against Anderson College last week only to
see his mark shattered. Chuck
Narvin collected 22 points to
follow Undereiner. Piedmont led
at halftime 50-47.

The Ufe"
^ refreshment

(CROSSWORD

ACROSS

DOWN

1. It'll have you
in stitches
7. Earthy term
papers?
13. Noise from an
ebullient riser?
14. Reapply the
make-up
15. When it's time
for a
, make
it Kools
16. Close relative
of a heel
17. May's last name
18. Popular dance
of the 40's
20. O'er which the
lowing herd
winds
21. Have dates with
22. It puts a crimp
in things
23. Bog
24. Foods for the
birds
25. She's almost
astride
27. Leander'a
religion?
31. Item for
sleep-overs
32. It follows a
snicker
33. The pertinent
part of Sheba
36. Plaintive song
of the 20's
88. Roman god,
partly larcenous
39. A cool Kool bird
41. Rue de
,
in Paris
43. Fly
44. It has 3 legs
and goes to pot
45
Marco Polo
46. Cute with
finality

1. "... have mercy
on
as we"
2. Weight of a
reconditioned
heap
8. Put your armi
around
4. Electrified
particle
6. What ponytailers matuie
into?
6. Slips a little
money to
7. Indian club
8. Gal in the end
arena
9. Small accounts
10. Rice-paddy cat
11. Kind of scout
12. What the
Packers play
for?
19. Kind of Magic
Kools have
22. Glory
23. Kooling
kontraption
24. Loin of the 12
Down dept.
26. Answers from
the chemistry
lab.
28. Famous 2-word
state
29. He's in a skin
game
30. Changed mister
is deserving
31. Yell your head
off
S3. Made like
Esther William
34. You'll find your
honey here
35. Yale men
36. Quote
37. Colleen country
40. It's CIOBC to
Vegas
42. Miss Leigh,
for short

1

2

t

3

5

13
15

"

No. 3
6

■7

JL

11

12

1 11 ' JW
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"AREVOUKO
ENOUGH TG

23

KRACK THIS

H

33

34

25
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37]

40

43

28

29

■ 32
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39

26
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Wheh your throat tells ) *
you its time for- a change, j j
you need
a real change...

with

DEBBIE REYNOLDS
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YOU NEED THE
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9
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19

"The Gazebo"
GLENN FORD AND

8
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"

Howard Relies On 27 Returning Lettermen
And Frosh For Next Year's Basic Strength

Clemson Regains Blue Key Trophy

Bob Boles, Clemson Blue Key President, tells University of South Carolina Blue Key President,
Rick Harrison, and Vice President Mike Chertok, "Better luck next year." Harrison and Chertok attended the UNC-Clemson basketball game to present Clemson with the annual Blue Key
Trophy which goes to the team winning the Carolina-Clemson football game each year. Clemson regained the trophy this year due to their decisive 27-0 win over the Gamecocks. Note the
article of the presentation in this issue. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)

Opener For Indoor Track Team
Proves To Be Successful For Tigers
The Clemson indoor track team
opened their season on February
,6th at Lexington, Virginia, com"peting against twenty-one teams
composed of members mostly
from the Atlantic Coast and
Southern Conferences. Navy was
among the competitors.
Competition in all events was
top class, and Johnson of the University of Maryland tied the
' world's record in the 70 yard high
l .hurdles. His time for this event
was 8.3 seconds. Since most indoor tracks are only 220 yards the
times were a little bit slower
than the times during the outdoor
season.
In the mile relay, Bob Ervin
got the Tigers off to a good
start in the first quarter, then
Quincy Newman ran a 53.6 sec' ond quarter. Jimmy Moorhead
took the baton for the third
quarter and ran it in 52 seconds
flat. John Dunkleberg, Clemson's ace quarter-miler then
started an amazing final lap
when only twenty yards from
the finish his knee gave way
and he was unable to finish the
race.
The mishap didn't get the Tigers discouraged, as they entered
the medley relay. Quincy Newman ran the first quarter mile:
Ervin and Dunkleberg ran the
220's, and Moorhead ran the final
half mile in 2:009 minutes.
Clemson had a second place in
the first heat and held their position throughout the two remaining
'heats. They lost only to Duke
and that being by a close margin.
Clemson will travel to Montgomery, Alabama, to participate in
their next indoor meet on February 20th. In this meet, Dunkleberg will run the 600 yard dash,
Moorhead will run the two mile,

Patterson Leads
Basket-bailers
rln Total Points
With the basketball season
drawing to a close, the Tiger
Roundballers have a 8-11 record.
This win-loss column does not
indicate the closeness of a great
many of the games which have
been played so far this season.
The nineteen game total shows
that the Tigers have 484 field
goals, 258 free throws, and 866
rebounds, in comparison with
their opponents' 503 field goals,
351 free throws, and 907 rebounds.
The Tiger Basketeers have
scored a total of 1226 points for
a 64.5 average while the opposing teams have scored 1357
points for a 71.4 average. In
the individual scoring department, sophomore guard Choppy Patterson has a total of
' 334 points for a 17.6 average
and he is followed closely by
senior forward George Krajack
with an average of 12.5 points
per game.
Patterson and George Krajack
also lead the Tigers in the field
goal department with 123 and 101
respectively. Four members of the
team have averaged more than
six rebounds a game:
George
[Krajack 6.8, Walt Gibbons 6.2,
Tom Mahaffey 6.1, and Don
Carver -6.1.
Patterson heads the Bengals in
the free throw department with
88 and he is followed by George
Krajack with 35 and Ed Krajack
with 37.

Ervin will run the 60 yard dash,
John Steedly will run the 70 yard
high hurdles, and Bob Swofford
will high jump.
Two freshmen and a transfer
student will also make the trip.
Donnie Gilbert and Ray Dunkleberg, the two freshmen will run
the 60 yard dash and mile, respectively. Wesley King, Southern Georgia Junior College,
transfer, will run the 70 yard

high hurdles in the unattached
division.
After the trip to Montgomery,
two other indoor meets will remain. One will be at Chattanooga,
Tennessee, and the other will be
the ACC meet in Chapel Hill.
Clemson will also go to the Florida Relays before the outdoor
track season begins. Their first
meet outdoors will be held March
23rd at Wake Forest.

General Assembly Passes Resolution
Of Appreciation To Clemson College

By JIMMY MILLER
Tiger Sports Writer
Coach Prank Howard announced January 24, that spring grid
drills will begin for the Tigers,
Monday, February 15. The drills
are scheduled over a period of
five weeks, with the annual
Orange" and "White" game to
be played on Saturday, March 19.
Howard, who is starting his
21st year as head coach of the
Clemson squad, said he is expecting between 80 and 85 boys
to report. Since Coach Howard
took over the duties of head
mentor at Clemson, he has compiled a 115-70-10 record. He has
scheduled spring practice on
Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
and Saturday for the five weeks
to get in 20 days of practice.
The Tigers won many honors
last year by being the Atlantic
Coast Conference Champions for
the second straight year and then
defeating tri-champion Texas
Chz-istian of the Southwest Conference, 23-7, in the first annual
Bluebonnet Bowl held at Houston
Texas.
Many gaps were left by graduation from the championship
team, which found Howard losing
7 men off the starting unit and

CLEMSON BENGALS TRIP
VIRGINIA'S CAVALIERS
The Clemson Basketball
team ran up Its highest victory margin of the year against
Virginia. The Tigers snuffed
out the Cavaliers by a score of
74-56.
The victory pulled the Tiger
roundballers out of the cellar
and placed the defeated Cavaliers in the cellar. The victory was Clemson's second of
the year in the ACC. The
Tigers record after defeating
the Cavaliers in 2-5 In the
ACC.
Choppy Patterson led the
Tigers in their triumph, with
18 points. Ed Krajack scored
15 points, with all of them
coming in the first half. Ed
Krajack dominated the first
half whole Choppy took over In
the second half.
Virginia took an early lead,
but soon fell behind when the
Tigers started hitting. The
Tigers led at the half with a.
40-33 score. In the beginning
of the second half the Clemson team took command of the
ball game.

Within the past week the General Assembly of the
State of South Carolina has passed a resolution expressing appreciation to Clemson College on behalf of its
1959 football team and the defeat of Texas Christian in
the Bluebonnet Bowl.
The resolution was introduced by Sens. Baskin,
Gressette, Dennis and Timmerman and read as follows:
Expressing the appreciation of
the General Assembly on behalf
of the people of South Carolina to
Clemson College for its defeat
of Texas Christian University in
the Bluebonnet Bowl in Houston,
Texas, on December 19, 1959,
and for its outstanding football
record of past years.
Whereas, the people of South
Carolina learned of the defeat of
Tri-champion Texas Christian
University by the one-sided score
of twenty-three to seven in the
Bluebonnet Bowl in Houston,
Texas, on December 19, 1959,
with great joy, as the Clemson
team was considered by sports
writers as the underdog; and
Whereas, the Clemson football
team became Atlantic Coast Conference champions for the second consecutive year and for the
third time in the past four years;
and
Whereas, this victory gave the
Clemson team nine wins and two
losses for the season which was
the best record made by the team
since 1950, when a record of nine
victories and one tie was recorded; and
Whereas, the game in Houston
was witnessed by fifty-five thousand spectators and several million viewers on television as the
game was carried on a national
network and listened to by other
millions as the game was broadcast over radio by a private concern; and
Whereas, the Clemson team has
appeared in a total of seven bowl
games, six of which have been Coach Press Maravich tensely clutches his towel during the
in the past twelve years, and in North Carolina game last Monday. Maravich hasn't left the
all of which Clemson has been bench during a game since ACC commissioner imposed a
rated as the underdog, with the hundred dollar fine to coaches doing so. But there are no
astounding record of having tri- fines to towel chewing and it would take a mighty stiff one to
umphed in four of the seven get Press'. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)
games; and
Whereas the victory over Texas
Christian University was the
one hundred fifteenth victory for
veteran Coach Frank Howard,
who has guided the Clemson team
on such a victorious course for
twenty years as head coach and
in addition has served nine years
as line coach; and
Whereas, six of the players on
the 1959 Clemson team were selected on at least one all-conference team, and five made the
all-state selections, and one member gained the great distinction
of being named to several allAmerican teams; and
Whereas, the glamour of the
1959 Clemson team has attracted
WE WRAP, READY TO MAIL AT NO
many spectators and wherein the
EXTRA COST!
Tigers played before four sellout
(Continued on Page 6)

Get that special Valentine for that special person

Valentines by Rustcraft
Also

No Rule Against Towels-Yet!

VALENTINE DAY
SUNDAY, FEB. 14TH

MAIL EARLY!

VALENTINE CARDS
VALENTINE CANDY

• Whitman's
* Nunnally's
it Hollingsworth -k Pangborn

CLEMSON, S. C.

Snyder,
quarterback
Harvey
White, halfbacks Bob Chatlin,
Doug Daigneault, Bill Mathis, and
George Ursy, and fullbacks Doug
Cline and Hal Knott.
Despite these losses, Howard
expects to plug up the holes with
some of his 27 returning lettermen and a few of the rising soph-

omores. Of the 27 lettermen there
are five ends, three tackles, seven guards, two centers, three
quarterbacks, five halfbacks, and
two fullbacks.
Both starting ends, Sam Anderson and Gary Barnes, and
the two guards, Sam Crout and
Dave Lynn, are back as are

'Wolly" Gives Views

Tiger Forward Walt Gibbons
Gives "Yankee Land" Credit

Lowndes Shingler, the Tigers
outstanding quarterback, leads
the returning players from
"Shingler's Raiders" of last
year. Along with Shingler will
be ends Tommy King and Ed
Bost, tackles Ronnie Osborne
and Jimmy King, guards Dave
Olson and Calvin West, center
Ron Andreo, halfback Harry
Pavilack, and fullback Ron Scrudate.
Other lettermen returning in addition to these are tackle Morris
Keller, guards Tommy Gue, Pat
Killen, and Lon Armstrong, center Jack Veronee, quarterbacks
Johnny Mac Goff and Don Heilig,
halfbacks Bob Morgan, Harold
Smith, and Jim Wilson, and fullback Wendell Black.
A number of the boys from the
outstanding freshman squad which
compiled a 4-1 record last season are expected to join the varsity ranks for the drills but thenplace In the picture is yet to be
determined. Howard is still in
doubt as to how his team will
line up. but says" By March 19
we should know something pretty definite.

By PEB BOWIE
Tiger Sportswriter
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines the adjective wally as being "Excellent;
Ample; Pleasant." Indeed we here at Clemson have this and more in our own
"Wally," Walt Gibbons. Only the word excellent can be used when talking about
Gibbons' performance on the basketball court. His ability with a basketball and
his friendly attitude towards others is more than just ample. And Walt's pleasant
and agreeable manner bring him respect and admiration from his teammates and
***••••** + ****•*•**
friends
"Wally" was raised in the
city of McKeesport, Pa. His
parents, like most of the population derived their livelihood
from the steel mills of the area,
and Walt, like most of the other
boys spent his spare time playing basketball. And because of
his unusual height, 6'5", he was
playing first string basketball
on the freshman team when he
Presentation of the annual
was in the ninth grade.
South
Carolina - Clemson Blue
Walt had never expected to go
Key football trophy was made this
to college on a scholarship. But
past week during the North Carothen in his Senior year his high
lina-Clemson basketball game.
school team had a successful seaThe trophy, which was won this
son, going to the state semi-finyear by the Tigers as a result of
als, and Walt, playing a big part
their decisive 27-0 win over Caroin their success, had several scholina, is presented as a custom to
larships offered to him. Never
the winning team each year.
having been down South, Walt was
The presentation was actually
very interested when Clemson ofscheduled for the Clemsonfered him a scholarship.
USC basketball game but due to
Also Clemson was a member
the fact that Carolina was unof the fast moving Atlantic Coast
able to bring it at that time, it
Conference. So Walt decided that
was delayed until this week.
Clemson was for him. And in his
Making the presentation to
last four years here at Clemson,
Clemson Blue Key president,
he's convinced Tiger supporters
Bob Boles, during halftime were
that he is for Clemson, all the
USC Blue Key president and
way. His freshman year Gibbons
Vice president Rick Harrison
averaged 17 pts. per game, and
and Mike Chertok.
the team record was 14 wins, 2
The trophy was introduced in
losses. The last two years with
1948 when chapters of the frathe varsity "Wally" has had a
ternity of both schools got togethbetter than 10 pt. average, and he
er and planned the event. Since,
is well on the way to raising that
the trophy has been held by Clemaverage this year.
son six times and the Gamecocks
Walt believes that the caliber
seven.
of ball played in the high schools
The introduction of the trophy
of the North is better than that
was originally part of the Big
played in the South. This he credThursday series, which came to
its to the fact that basketball is
an end this past season. Even
played year-round in ttie North,
though Big Thursday will no longand is much more of a spectator
er continue, the presentation will
sport than here in the South. Howstill be made to the school winClemson's
Walt
Gibbons
is
shown
here
"in
double"
as
he
goes
ever Walt agrees that the college
ning the game.
up
for
a
jump
shot.
Gibbons
has
been
a
consistent
starter
basketball in the North and South
is very compatible'. Of course, he in the Tiger lineup all season and in the sense a double threat.
credits this to the fact that so Note that the jersey worn by Walt is not his regular number
Treat Your Date
many good "Yankees" come which is 53. (Tiger Sports Photo.)
South to attend college.
Right . . . Bring
Walt firmly believes that colHer to
lege basketball is becoming
more and more a game for the
big players. The big man who
has an accurate jump shot, can
drive in for the lay-up and who
has a pretty good hook shot
Clemson's intramural basketball program continued FOR THE BEST FOOD
can't be beaten. With big men
on the team and with real team- after the holidays with a total of 58 games already playIN CLEMSON
work knowing how and what ed. Games will continue on Monday, Wednesday, and
each of the other four players
will do — there's no reason Thursday of next week. If all goes according to schedule final competition should get under way in the latwhy the team can't be good.
"Wally" uses our own Clemson ter part of this month.
team in explaining. Although the An interesting note would be
boys have the teamwork and de- the total number of points scored
termination, they still lack the since the opening game. The total Results from past games intruly good big man needed for a adds up to 3667 points which gives clude: Rinky Dinks 53 - Midgets
great basketball team. And he the winning team an average of 42, C-4 26 - Black Knights 89,
doesn't believe that Clemson ever 40.138 and the losers 23.086 points Beer Cats 40 - Newman Giants 25,
York Co. 27 - Bandits 37, Reamwill get a real good big man, per game.
and consequently, have a great A foul shooting contest such as ers 40 - C-7 35, Chester Co. 37basketball team, until more in- the one of last season will again D-E Red Raiders 10, Boo - Rays
terest and money are put in Clem- be held. Captains of the teams 2-Angle - eers 0 (forfiet), Aces 32son basketball. When asked what will select a member who will do Greenville 31.
he meant by putting more money the shooting. During halftime of Also: Owl Club 51 - Red Hor' A
i
in basketball, he replied, "Well, a game he will shoot 25 foul shots nets 21, Kings 43 - Wesley Founthe number made being reit would be nice to play in a gym with
dation
31,
Monarchs
41
F-4
37,
corded. The person scoring the
(Continued on Page 6)
highest number will be the win- Snowmen 2 - Termites 0 (forfeit),

Walt Gibbons, A Double Threat

Clemson Regains
Blue Key Trophy
With Big T Win

Intramural Basketball
i Still Going Strong

HOLLY HILL INN

Make^

SNEERING OPPORTUNIT8 ES
for Seniors and Graduates in
■

PHYSICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
ENGINEERING MECHANICS
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
AND

AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL,
>.. METALLURGICAL,
§§k ond NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING

Ew

pipeful
AMPHORA

...the tobacco that outsells
all other imported tobaccos
combined! Try it and your
very first puff will tell you
why. There's more pleasure
in smooth-smoking, evenburning, long-lasting, mild
AMPHORA.
Popular priced, and more
for your money, too —full 2
ounces in every pack! Blended
in Holland. In handy pouches
and tins. Come in and try it
today I

40<
2-OZ. POUCH

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17
-;•"""
Appointments should be mode in advance through your College Placemen* Office

Valentine Candies

HARPER'S 5 & 10* STORE

one from the alternative squad.
The first unit is shy their entire
backfield along with both of their
tackles and the center.
Altogether, 12 seniors were lost
from the Bluebonnet squad. These
are end Bobby Debardeladen,
tackles Lou Cordileone, Harold Olson, and Jack Smith, center Paul

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT

CLEMSON, S. C.

For»«K>«* 4a*VfeT oad feu'ite** of all typ« of fligfrt afto*-spate propulsion sy«»effl»

TRY A PIPEFUL
AT THE DEALER
NEAREST YOU
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What Ya Drinking Coach?

Roundhaller Don Carver Proves
Capabilities As Versatile Athlete
By W. C. ANDERSON
Tiger Sportswriter
A whitish-orange streak moves across the floor of the gym. From a conglomeration of players, the roundball is hurled into the air. It strikes the backboard and
ricochets toward the upcoming mass of players. The streak then comes into prominence as it seizes the ball above the heads of the astonished adversaries.
Squad To Start Monday

Wilhelm Begins Training Pitchers,
Catchers In Spring Baseball Practice

The ever popular referee Lou Bello may be asking Wake Forest coach Bones McKinney what he has in the cup or something like Aha! I fflwg&£ you off the bench! Whatever it was
we don't know but from Bello's expression it must have been
amusing. Wake Forest, incidentally, won the game 83-64.
(Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)

Rule of Eleven

How To Win At Bridge
By GEORGE SPELVIN
Tiger Special Writer
S J-7-6
H J-8-6-5
D A-K-9
C 8-3-2
NORTH
Lead
S K-9-8
WEST
H 7-4
S-4
EAST D Q-5-4-3
C J-10-9-6
SOUTH
Contract 4 H
What does East play if dummy plays the Spade 6?
Complete Hand
S J-7-6
H J-8-6-5
D A-K-9
C 8-3-2
NORTH
S Q-10-5-4
S K-9-8
H 9-3
H 7-4
D 8-6 2
WEST
EAST D Q-5-4-3
C A-7-6-4
C J-10-9-6

SOUTH
S A-3-2
H A-K-Q-10-2
D J-10-7
Suggested Bidding
North
East
South
West
—
1H
P
2D
P
3 H
P
4H
P
P
P
Routine Play
West led the spade 4, dummy played the spade 6, East put
up the spade King and South won with the Ace. South next drew
two rounds of trumps and led a low spade to the Jack, West winning with the Q. No matter what West returned, South could
win (either the diamond lead or second club lead) and discard his
losing diamond on the spade Jack.
Expert Defense
The "Rule of Eleven" applies to cases in which partner has
led the fourth best of a suit (that is reason for this type of lead.
Many players automatically make the lead without knowing its
purpose.) Subtracting the number of "spots" of the lead card
from your eleven show how many cards above the lead card are
in the other three hands. Since the partner of the leader can see
both the dummy and his own hand, he can tell how many cards
above the lead are held by declarer.
In the-preceding case East knows that there is a total of
seven (11-4) in the North, East, and South hands above the
spade 4. East can see three in the dummy and three in his own
hand. He therefore marked South with only one spade above the
4. Also, it is rare that an ace is underled against a suit contract
(unless special information arises in the bidding). East should
play the spade 8 instead of the King. South must then eventually lose two spades, a diamond, and a club.

General Assembly
(Continued from Page 5)
crowds during the season, with
an average of thirty-two thousand nine hundred and twenty
five persons per game; and
Whereas, one player led the Atlantic Coast Conference in scoring seventy points and was tenth
in the nation; one player was first
in the conference and seventh in
the nation on kickoff returns; and
the entire Clemson team was
twenty-sixth in the nation on total offense, sixth in the nation
on scoring, eleventh on total
defense, sixth on rushing defense,
and eighth in the entire nation
on kickoff returns, and was ranked by both the AP and UPI
eleventh among all major teams
in the country; and
Whereas, the fine football teams
of Clemson College by participating in seven post season bowl
games have brought much favorable publicity to the institution and to the great State of
South Carolina; and
Whereas, the outstanding record
in a large measure resulted
from scholarship aid through
the Clemson Athletic Program
through IPTAY whose thousands
of members over a period
of
twenty-six years have provided
educational opportunities
for
more than nine hundred student
athletes; and
Whereas, The Clemson Athletic
Department has consistently enjoyed most cordial relationships
with the press, radio and television, and whose members have
given generously of both time
and space in recognizing these
accomplishments; and
Whereas, the General Assembly believes that it is very fitting
on behalf of all the people of
South Carolina to express deep
appreciation to the President of

Clemson College, and particularly toCoach Prank Howard and
his staff and to the President of
Clemson College, and particularly to Coach Frank Howard and
his staff and to the entire team
on its display of skill and good
sportsmanship in establishing this
outstanding record of which the
people are just proud. Now,
therefore.

Clemson's Atlantic Coast Conference defending
baseball champions officially opened spring practice this
week as Coach Bill Wilhelm began working out his
pitchers and catchers. On Monday of next week the rest
of the squad will also join in practice sessions.
The general purpose of the
early practice has been to get The teams schedule this seathe pitchers in shape and help son includes some 24 games inWilhelm survey the position this cluding all of the Atlantic Coast
year. As it stands the Tigers Conference teams. The question
mound will be strongly spear- looms, "Will the Tigers be able
headed by a fine group of right to win their 3rd straight Conhanders. The group of southpaws ference title?" As teams throughlack experience and will be great- out the nation have learned in
ly weakened from the loss of All- the past it does not pay to unDistrict ace Harold Stowe.
erestimate Wilhelms baseball The early workouts have seen ers. If their past record is any
eight pitchers and four catchers signification the odds should
out for practice. The sessions favor the Men of Calhoun.
have included sprinting, calas- Again it has been asked to
tenics, pitching and pepper point out to freshmen that frosh
games. Strong returnees from practice on the first of March.
last season's, mound include Those players that did not atBailey Henley, Dave Sprouse, and tend the fall practice will have
Jimmy Roller. Ty Cline, one of to furnish their own practice
the squads top tossers last year, outfits. Also all will be expected
is not expected to take to the to furnish their own gloves. Unimound this season. Charlie Pas- forms will be issued when all
qualini is the only left hander sizes and numbers can be deterreturning from last years squad. mined.

Letters To Tom
(Continued from Page 3)
honey comb to the hungry bear,
as an oasis to the weary caravan, and so the beguiled Homo
sapien rolls his car-shell betwen the white tentacles. The
trap is sprung!
I speak authoritatively on this
subject for my lair is located on
a ledge overlooking one of those
trap-lines, and I have studied
the habits of the trappers. They
are everywhere.
They come as a "thief at
night;" they lurk in the shadows
by day, and they walk boldly
and arrogantly in the open as
though they held a rightful
place in the sun." I have seen
them gorge themselves upon a
victim's billfold, snapping and
ripping like buzzards on the
stinking carcass of a dead mule.
During the student mating
seasons, Homecoming and MidWinters, when the female Homo
sapiens swarm down from the
surrounding mountains in search
of a mate the trappers literally
froth at the mouth like mad-dogs
*n their eagerness to suck moneyplasma from the billfolds of
their hated, trembling victims.
One might ask, can we not
purge our campus of these miserable, depraved, parasitical,
blood suckers? The answer is in
the form of a question. Can a
dying rabbit turn upon the
snapping hound? Can the frightened hartebeest stalk the mighty
lion?
A snared student may cry out
to Hegt, Watchit, or Athor, but
to no avail. A victim can wail
and gnash his teeth or he can
be docile and surrender his
money-plasma meekly; belligerent or humble, the final result is
the same.
No doubt many a mortally
wounded grizzly has reared to
his greatest height in order to
claw at his tormentor only to
crmble upon the ground in a
bloodly, quivering heap while
another turns tail and flees in
mortal terror only to stumble to
the Earth as a twitching, bleeding, hulk, yet, both their hides
appear the same hanging on the
wall of the hunting lodge.

Howard and his staff and to the
Be it resolved by the Senate, entire team for the defeat of
the House of Representatives con- Tri-champion
Texas
Chriscurring:
tian University in the BluebonThat the General Assembly on net Bowl in Houston, Texas, on
behalf of the people of South Car- December 19, 1959, and for its
olina hereby expresses its deep outstanding record on the gridappreciation to the President of iron during the year 1959 and
Clemson College, to Coach Prank past years.

It is rumored that some students are thinking about discarding their shells and sliding
about on their bellies like snakes,
but this will be no guarantee of
safety for I know of one poor
student who did this only to
crawl unsuspectingly into a
treacherous pit of famished,
snarling, slashing wolves known
as the "book store".
Here he was all but devoured.
Stripped of money, billfold, and
even his clothing, he was left
naked and ashamed in the eyes
of the entire World.
All things are full of weariness;
a man cannot utter it; what has
been done is what will be done
and there is nothing new under
the sun. All is vanity! All is
(sigh) vanity
Donald Poteat
Class of '62
Room A-709

The statistic computers rack
up another colorful rebound for
the aloof Don Carver. Don has
compiled quite a record of
roundball fame during his basketball career. In high school
he broke both scoring and rebounding records more than
once. He made three all-state
teams in one year and the Big
10 Conference two straight years
before leaving his high school
at Elkins, West Virginia.
Thus far at Clemson, Don has
augmented all previous records
and further impressed both adversaries and comrades. He averaged 9.1 points a game last year
and maintained a 3.7 rebounding
average. This year he has scored
117 points in 19 games for an
average of 6.2. One hundred and
fifteen rebounds have been pounced upon by the agile 6 foot 4 inch
senior forward for an average of
6.1.
Carver is an all-around athlete,
being a track star both at Clemson and in high school. He holds
high school track records in pole
vaulting and region high jumping. He has been outstanding at
Clemson in both of the events as
well as the discus throw.
The highest score ever racked
up by the fast moving West Virginian was 48 points in his last
high school game. Don was scouted by Coach Maravich four years
ago and persuaded to enter the
ranks of the Tigers.
Carver hopes to letter in track
this year for his sixth letter;
'.three in track, three in basketball. He plans to graduate next
January and has aspirations to
eventually become a coach,
however, he would like to play
three or four more years of
basketball before settling down
to the comparably quiet life of
a coach.
Don was married this summer
and now lives off campus with his
wife. He seems to be stepping
more into the limelight as he
winds up his last season with the
Tiger roundballers.

TIG FORWARD
(Continued from Page 5)
where there were no birds fly
ing over-head during practice."
Walt Gibbons is indeed a real
mainstay in the Tiger line-up. He
has the ability, and the real de^
sire to play winning basketball.
In short, Walt has everything that
he someday hopes to coach in
young high school boys. He has
the competitive spirit, the deter
mination and the confident skill
of the champion athlete.

FOR YOUR
VALENTINE
Visit Clemson Jewelers and see the many
wonderful gifts for your Valentine!

Offers Civilian
Opportunities
In Challenging
Fields
The Bureau of Ships of the U. S. Navy has
opportunities for engineers in the following
specialties: Electrical, Electronic, Mechanical, Civil (for training as Naval Architects),
Marine and Naval Architecture.
You will participate in programs involving
new concepts and advanced studies in ship,
machinery and electronic design including
hydrofoil craft ... air cushion ships . . .
motion stabilizers ... thermo-electric power
generation ... thermionic power conversion
. . . fuel cells . . . magneto-hydrodynamic
propulsion . . . missile environment . . .
noise reduction ... radar, sonar communications.

Positions are available in the Headquarters
Office in Washington, D. C, and in the naval
shipyards and laboratories throughout the
United States.

INTERVIEWS ON YOUR CAMPUS
Arrange with your Placement Officer to meet
the representative of the Bureau of Ships, who
will be on your campus on

Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 15-16

CLEMSON JEWELERS
CLEMSON, S. C.

Clemson's Prosh basketeers are
doing better than their big brothers by winning eight games
and losing only seven. The Tiger i \
Cubs have defeated the Erskine
Jayvees twice. Spartanburg Junior
College,
Asheville-Biltmore twice, South Carolina Biddies, Georgia Proh, and Anderson College. Five of their losses
have been against two semi-pro'
teams. The Cubs most outstanding win was against Anderson
College, 117-63.
The most points scored in one
game was 36 by Ron Undereiner, a forward, from Pittsburg,
Pa., against the Piedmont Rangers, a semi-pro team. Clemson
has scored 1098 points with an
average of 78.4 as compared to
1094 points and an average of
78.1 of their opponents.
Ron Undereiner also leads the
Cubs in total points with 308 and
an average of 20.5 points per i
game. He is followed by Larry
Seitz, the center from Morrisonville, HI., with 252 points and
an average of 18 points a game.
Carl Ward, a forward from South
Charleston, West Va., is third
with 197 points and an average
of 14.1 per game. He is followed
by Chuck Narvin and
Mike >,
Bohonak.
Larry Seitz leads the Frosh in
the number of field goals scored in a game with 15 against
Anderson College. Carl Ward
leads in the number of free
throws attempted and made with
Forward Don Carver shows how it's done when it comes to 15 tries and 12 made. The most
dunking basketballs. Though not the tallest player on the team field goals scored in one gamt
Carver gets his share of the rebounds. This is Carver's senior was 51 against Anderson Colyear in basketball, one of the many sports that he excells in. lege. The most free throws tried
(Tiger Sports Photo.)
and made was 21 out of 33 against
South Carolina.
From the showing of the Frosh
so far this year the Tig cagers
(Continued on Page 7)

Follow The Tigers
BASKETBALL

Feb. 13—Virginia

Away

Feb. 15—Maryland

Away

Feb. 19—North Carolina

Away

Feb. 20—N. C. State .

Away
SWIMMING

Feb. 12—Virginia

.. Here

Feb. 17—Maryland

Away

SLOAN'S MEN'S
STORE
New shipment of Tennis Shoes, New Belts,
Sweat Shirts.
CLEMSON, S. C.

Do You Think for Yourself?
(DIAL IN THESE QUESTIONS AND SEE IF YOU'RE IN FOCUS*)

The Bureau of Ships

mWMMMW
"The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler"

Cubs Rank Well;
Ron Undereiner
Leads Scoring

Don Carver Dunks Shot

ENGINEERS

Training programs are tailored to individual
assignments, and job-related graduate study
is sponsored by the Bureau of Ships.

GIFTS

Friday, February 12, 1960

If you saw a full-rigged sailing ship in the middle of
the desert, would you say (A) "Long time no sea!"
(B) "Wish they'd invent talking mirages," or (C)
"Anything can happen in Las Vegas!"
When a man says, "Brevity
is the soul of wit," he means
(A) he's about to make a
long speech; (B) wise
thoughts come in short sentences; (C) "Shut up!"

AQ BQ CQ
You're caught in a pouring
rain—and you're offered a
lift by a pal whose driving
is dangerously erratic.
Would you (A) tell him
you enjoy walking in the
rain? (B) say, "Sure-but
let me drive"? (C) accept
rather than hurt his
feelings?

ADBQ en

smoke Viceroy. They know only Viceroy
has a thinking man's filter—the most
advanced filter design of them all. And
only Viceroy has a smoking man's taste
... the full rich taste of choice tobacco.
*If you have checked (C) in three out of
four questions, you're pretty sharp... but
if you picked (B), you think for yourself!

AD BQCO
In choosing a filter cigarette, would you pick one
that (A) says the filter
doesn't count, only the tobacco; (B) is designed to
do the best filtering job for
the best taste; (C) gives
you an enormous filter but
very little taste.

AD BD CQ
When you think for yourself ... you depend on judgment, not chance, in your
choice of cigarettes. That is why men and
women who think for themselves usually

Familiar pack
or crush-proof box.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself KnowsDepartment of the Navy

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
©I960, Brown & Williamson TobaccoCorp.

Friday, Fehrnary 12,1959
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Siudent Requirements
Hove Been Revised

Tri Chi, Recently Organized Sorority, Holds Dance

Scholarships For
1960-61 Available

T

Nassau Weekend Sponsored
By University Of Fla. Union
A ship will leave the dock in
Miami, Fla., with 300 college
students aboard at 5 p. m. April
15 bound for a weekend in Nassau. This cruise, sponsored by
the University of Florida Union,
is available on a first-come firstserve basis for students of colleges in the Southeastern states,
including Clemson.
The S. C. Bahama Star, a newly remodeled trans-atlantic liner,
will serve as a "dry dock hotel"
for the entire trip, with all meals
and lodging on board ship.
A Nassau tour operator will
meet the ship on arrival and
make individual or small group
arangements for all those
interested in touring Nassan.
The ship will return to Miami

on April 18.
The cost will be $49 from Miami. This includes transportation,
eight meals, lodging for three
nights, and port taxes in Nassau
and Miami. If as many as 37
students from Clemson are interested there is a possibility of hiring a chartered bus to take
them to Miami.
Any Clemson students interested in this cruise should contact
R. C. Armstrong, Assistant Dean
of Students, in the Student Center for additional information.
The deadline for reservations is
4:30 p. m. Thursday.

Dr. Littlejohn Heads Tour
Dr. Charles E. Littlejohn
head of the Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering Department
was host to representatives of
management and technical per
sonnel from varied industries
throughout North and South
Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee Jan. 29 at Earle Hall.
Purpose of the one-day program was "to acquaint technical personnel in the industry of
the region with our educational
program and the facilities available for research in the new
building," Dr. Littlejohn said.
Invited to attend the session
were plant managers, directors of
research, plant engineers and
other interested persons from
chemical textile, pulp and paper,
food and related industries.
Following a welcoming address at 9 a.m. by Dr. James
H. Sams, dean of the School
of Engineering, Dr. Littlejohn
spoke on chemical engineering
research potential at Clemson.
Dr. John T. McCormack spoke

Classification requirements of students will be
changed effective first semester 1960-61. The new
classification is:
A. To be classified as a senior, a student must have
completed sufficient scholastic work toward his degree
to enable him to complete the requirements for graduation by completing not more than 42 additional credits.
To be classified as a senior, a student must also have a
grade-point ratio of 1.7.
B. To be classified as a junior, a student must have
completed at least 68 semester credit hours and must
have a grade point ratio of 1.6 or above.
C. To be classified as a sophomore, a student must have com- able them to complete the repleted at least 30 semester cred- quirements for graduation from
it hours and must have a Clemson in not more than three
grade-point ratio of 1.5 or above. regular sessions.
D. All new students are classi- The Office of Student Affairs alfied as freshmen unless they have so reminds students of the miniattended another college prior to mum requirements for continu
entrance and have completed suf- ing enrollment.
ficient scholastic work as to en(a) A student who has taken a
total of 24 to 59 credit hours at
Clemson must have a cumulative
grade-point ratio of 1.0 or above,
(b) A student who has taken
a total of 60 to 89 credit hours
at Clemson must have a cumuForms for awards or renewals lative gradepoint ratio of 1.3 or
in 1960-61 must be returned to above.
Office of Student Affairs on or be- (c) A student who has taken a
fore February 29. Eligible appli- total of 90 or more credit hours
cants will be considered for other at Clemson must have a cumulascholarships which may become tive grade-point ratio of 1.5 or
available
during the coming above.
school year.
A student who fails to meet the
Scholarship applicants who wish required grade-point ratio of 1.0
to be considered for counselor or or 1.3 respectively, as indicated
waiter assignments next year above may apply for readmission
need to submit only one com- after a minimum of one semester
pleted form this month.
has elapsed. A student who fails
Current waiters and those on to meet the required grade-point
the waiting list for this year must ratio of 1.5 or above after having
apply again for 1960-61. Preference is usually given to entering taken 90 or more credit is permstudents in selecting waiters, anently ineligible for readmishowever.
sion.
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on the Clemson metallurgy program, after which Dr. Floyd I.
Brownley outlined the chemistry
research being conducted here.
Dr. Leonard Adams described

research tools available in the
School of Engineering. The research potential of Clemson'*
mass spectrometer was reviewed
by Dr. William B. Barlage.
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MID-WINTERS

l.i Chi recently held its annual Winter Dance at tne Anderson Country Club. The dance
was given in honor of the charter members and new pledges. Guests were greeted at the
door by Barbara Dillard and Nancy Bonnette and were given favors of white carnation corsages. During the intermission the members and their guests were served buffet refreshments.
Among the invited guests were: President and Mrs. R. C. Edwards, Mrs. R. F. Poole, Dean and
Mrs. Walter Cox, Dean Armstrong, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Creel, Miss Elizabeth Booker and Mr.
Dean Winsett. Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Dillard. Pledges are, top picture, (left
to right): Mary Ellen Donovan, Marie Allen, Peggy Bowen, Joan Carey, Anita Thurston, Robin
Maddox, Joan Miller, Joan Goebel, Margaret Hoover and Judy Sullivan. Charter members are,
bottom picture, (left to right): Nancy Bonnette, Barbara Dillard, Gail Stephens, Rosie Shealy, Joyce Workman, Joyce Stephens, En Dunkleburg, Margaret Holleman, Nancy Thornton
and Emmy Smith. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)

American Society Of Tool Engineers Make
Final Preparations For New Textbooks
A series of meetings conducted
here by the National Technical
Publications committee of the
American Society of Tool Engineers prepared a college textbook
on tool design for the final stages.
Professor Everett Laitala, Head
of the Clemson Department of Industrial Engineering, was host
member of the committee.
The outline, in its final stages
of preparation, represents critical
study and appraisal by committee members and guests from va-

rious industries and areas of the
country.
The Clemson session, one of
a series of meetings held invarious sectionsof the country,
was devoted to the development of an outline and subject
matter from an ASTE-sponsored text on tool design.
The agenda included a luncheon
meeting with Dr. Robert C. Edwards, president of Clemsn, and
Dr. James H. Sams, Dean of the

School of Engineering; attendance at a meeting sponsored by
the Student Society of Industrial
Engineers with guest speaker,
Frank F. Ford, National Director of ASTE.
Also inspection tour of the Industrial Engineering Building here
and its expansive manufacturing
process laboratories; and a field
trip to the 21 acre Utica-Mohawk
textile mill of the J. P. Stevens
and Company.

(Continued from Page 1)
it ever was." A few of his greats
are "My Last Affair", "Moonglow", "Exactly Like You", and
"Vibraharp Blues."
The Hampton Orchestra is
composed of some 17 pieces including drums, five trumpets,
four trombones, guitar, five saxaphones and a piano. The orchestra plays almost any kind of
music ranging from jazz to slow
mood music.
His band enjoys itself while
in action as few other bands
do. The 17 men prance all over
the stand as Ihey play. A trumpeter leaps down to play figures with the saxaphones, the
pianist plays standing up and
Hampton himself plays both
drums and vibes in almost every number.
He leads, not with a baton but
with his body, throwing himself
about feverishly. He juggles
drum sticks and hurls them into
the audience; he tap dances and
turns somersaults.
Dates for the other dance weekends this semester have been
changed. Spring dances will be
held March 18 and 19; and
TAPS Junior-Senior May 13 and
14.
The changes were made to accommodate available bands and
avoid conflict with dance weekends of other colleges, according
to Erwin Abell, president of CDA
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(Continued from Page 6)
of next year will get a good
boost. If everyone gets out and
backs up the Cubs they will have
better record and improve
themselves even more.

Purity Vlus—Hughes Products Division engineer cheeks
semiconductor materials to insure purity.

Exit cones capable of withstanding temperatures of600(f F.
represent one example ofadvanced engineering being performed
by the Hughes Plastics Laboratory.

Checking Einstein with an atomic clock in orbit
To test Einstein's general theory of relativity, scientists at the Hughes research laboratories are developing a thirty pound atomic maser clock (see photo
at left) under contract to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Orbiting in a satellite,
a maser clock would be compared with another
on the ground to check Einstein's proposition that
time flows faster as gravitational pull decreases.
Working from the new research center in Malibu,
California, Hughes engineers will develop a MASER
(Microwave Amplification through Stimulated
Emission of Radiation) clock so accurate that it
will neither gain nor lose a single second in 1000
years. This clock, one of three types contracted
for by NASA, will measure time directly from the
vibrations of the atoms in ammonia molecules.
Before launching, an atomic clock will be synchronized with another on the ground. Each
clock would generate a highly stable current with
a frequency of billions of cycles per second. Electronic circuitry would reduce the rapid oscillations
to a slower rate in order to make precise laboratory
measurements. The time "ticks" from the orbiting
clock would then be transmitted by radio to compare with the time of the clock on earth. By measuring the difference, scientists will be able to check
Einstein's theories.
In other engineering activities at Hughes, research
and development work is being performed on such

projects as advanced airborne systems, advanced
data handling and display systems, global and spatial communications systems, nuclear electronics,
advanced radar systems, infrared devices, ballistic
missile systems...just to name a few.
The rapid growth of Hughes reflects the continuous
advance in Hughes capabilities—providing an ideal
environment for the engineer or physicist, whatever
his field of interest.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS
Member* of our staff will conduct

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
March 1
For interview appointment or informational
literature consult your College Placement Director.
O l»»». HUCHII AIRCRAFT COMPANY

The West's leader in advanced ELECTRONICS
—J

i

HUGHES
j
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Culver City, El Segundo, Fullerton, Newport Beach
Malibu and Los Angeles, Caufbrnia;
Tucson, Arizona
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High School Institute
Scheduled For Summer
Clemson will again conduct a faculty and descriptive astronomy,
six weeks institute for high school Dr. Gordon Vandervort, the Uniteachers, this summer using funds versity of Virginia.
from a National Science Foundation grant. This program is part
of a nation-wide effort to improve
the
effectiveness of teaching
science and mathematics in high
schools.
Dr. Floyd I. Brownley, Jr., acting head of the Chemistry and
Geology Department will direct
the summer institute. Visiting lecturers will be invited to give special talks and conduct seminars.
The program which consists of
courses, seminars, special lectures
and discussion periods, will offer
graduate or undergraduate credit
in all courses.
Interested teachers of science
or mathematics in a junior or
senior high school may write for
additional information about the
institute. All completed applications postmarked not later than
February 15, 1960, will be considered.
The courses and instructors are:
biology for high school teachers,
Prof. Robert E. Ware; principles
of chemistry, Dr. James H. Hobson; and review of general chemistry, Dr. Brownley.
Also earth science, Dr. Charles
Q. Brown and Prof. Woodrow W.
Tingle; fundamental concepts in
high school mathematics, Prof.
James L. Flatt and Dr. Dawson
C. Sheldon, all of the Clemson

Coming Field
Program Begins
At Clemson Now
Five groups of about 20 engineers each began the first of a
five-phase program of transmission training at Clemson, Feb.
14. The course, initiated in 1957
by the college, works in cooperation with Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Co.
Meeting the company's objective
of a forward looking engineering
training program, the Southern
Bell Communications Engineering
School at Clemson has turned out
some 700 graduates.
The students attend classes in
Riggs Hall where related courses
in the departments of chemistry,
electrical engineering and mathematics have been combined.
The training course has been
extended to three states. Transmission training for telephone engineers is held in Virginia at VPI,
in New York at Cornell University and in Michigan at Wayne
State University.
Although the program deals primarily with transmission engineering equipment engineering,
microwave radio and plant extensions engineering have been
studied.

WSBF Program Schedule
600 On Your Dial
Fri., Feb. 12 thru Thurs., Feb. 18
FRIDAY

SATURDAY
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.1:00
5:00
5:30
ti:<M)
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7:00
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7:30
7 :55
8:00
8:15
9:00
9:15
11:00
11:05
1:00
1:00
3:00
5 :00
5:30
«:00
l>:30
7:00
7:15
7:30
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8:00
8:15
9:00
3:15
11:00
11:05
1:00

Friday, February 12, 1960

THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"

Swingtime
Swingtime
Swingtime
Club 60H
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Reserved You
Stardust
News
Nite Beat
Sign Off
MONDAY
Swingtime
Swingtime
Swingtime
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Guest Star
Stardusv
News
Nite Beat
Sign Off

SUNDAY
Sunday Cavalcade
Allegro

History Jazz
Marchtime
Bandstand
Bandstand
Country Style
Bandstand
Country Music
Bandstand
Nongtime
Bandstand
Songtime
Bandstand
Tops In Pops
Navy Swings
Tops In Pops
Sounds of 20th
Suitcase Sp
Serenade Blue
Suitcase Sp
Evergreens
Sign Off
News
I.ate, Late, Show
Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY
THURSDAY
Swingtime
Swingtime
Swingtime
Swingtime
Swingtime
Swingtime
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 60H
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News
News
Concert Mall
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Army Bandstand Stars Defense
Stardust
Stardust
News
News
Nite Beat
Nite Beat
Sign Off
Sign Off

Swingtime
Swingtime
Swingtime
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Hi-Way Reports
Stardust
News
Nite Beat
Sign Off

Col. Watson Presents Army Commissions To 14 Cadets

Alumni Donate Fund To Projects

Alumni donated $80,089.66 to the
Alumni Association, of which $68,521.10 was unrestricted last year,
allowing the Association to distribute the funds where it was most
necessary.
A $500 grant was presented to
the Student Government, where
the Association believes it will
benefit the entire Student Body.
Booty Roberts said, "As president of the Student Body, I am
sure that I portray the thoughts
of everyone when I express our
gratitude to the Alumni Association for the gift to the Student
Government. Our Student Government is progressing very rapidly and this gift will certainly go
far in helping this cause."
This was the first such grant
ever made to the Student Government.
Fourteen Army ROTC cadets that graduated in February received Army commissions from
The remainder
of the
unCol. Watson. These cadets are; left to right, James A. Connell Jr., Furman R. Cullum, Joe C.
restricted donations, those not
Culp, Wayne L. Culp, Henry L. Garrison, Lee O. Gaskins, Clegg L. Greene, George P. Higspecifying
a definite
area in
don Jr., Jerry E. Hunter, William A. Shirley, John B. Smith Jr., John H. Steed, Nathaniel O.
which they must be used, were
Whitlaw and Arthur G. Woodle Jr.
distributed among several very
appropriate fields.
Approximately $4,0OC was granted to both the College Library
and the Robert Franklin Poole
Scholarship fund. Approximately
$3,000 grants were made both to
Numeral Society elected ten week of Feb. 22 through Feb. facilitate faculty research and a
new members Feb. 4 from a 26. The initiation consists of series of awards for outstanding
in the
areas of
pledge class of over 60. The basis wearing burlap "coats" at all contributions
of selection was the character of times during the week. There teaching research and staff servthe individual and his apparent will also be a brief gathering ices.
the final night.
Faculty Travel Aided
desire to join the society.
Members-elect are Pat Killen,
The fromal initiation will be The Graduate School was granted $6,000 to assist in its program
pre-medicine major from Sumter; held the night of Feb. 26.
of graduate education by presentHoward Jones, textile science maA fifteenth amendment to the jor from Sumter; and Joe Bag- A series of constitutional revi- ing graduate fellowships. Faculty
Student Body Constitution was well, industrial management ma- sions was given its second read- travel will be aided by a grant
ing and will be voted upon at of $1,500.
passed by the Student Assembly jor from Greenville.
the society's next meeting.
Almost $8,000 was reserved
Jan. 14 and subsequently approvAlso, Jim Covington, arts and
ed by the Executive Council. The
both for a permanent endowment
Following
the
election
of
new
sciences major from Columbia:
amendment, to article V, secmembers, Numeral Society ad- and the establishment of a Loyaltion 1; stated "Any officer or Don Greet-, textile management journed to the "Y" Cabin for an ty Fund reserve. The remaining
member of the Executive, Judi- major from Spartanburg; Henry informal get-together.
$30,000 was used to pay the sercial, or Legislative branch of Asbill, arts and sciences from
Principal projects or this year's vice expenses of the Alumni AsStudent Government shall be Greenville; and Charlie Christpledge class were the construc- sociation.
subject to impeachment for malA goal of $75,000 has been set
mas, industrial management ma- tion of the homecoming float, opfeasance or serious abuse of aueration of the cloak room during for unrestricted loyalty gifts in
jor
from
Morristown,
Tenn.
thority."
college-wide dances, and the col- 1960. This year's fund is dediThe fourth item proposed by Also, Lee Floyd, industrial man- lection of money for the Olympic cated to the alumni service program, teaching - research
the parking committee, concern- agement major from Columbia; Fund.
ing zone stickers, was again George Thrower, chemial enAlumni
They have also performed nu- awards, R. F. Poole
tabled pending the acquisition gineering major from Bennetts- merous services to Numeral So- Scholarships, Alumni Graduate
of additional information .
ville; and Johnny Sims, arts and ciety alone, as the distribution of Fellowships, the library, faculty
The next meeting of Student
research, faculty travel, student
Assembly will be held Feb. 18. sciences major from Greenville. club notices, decoration for the government, and permanent enThese new members will un- society's social functions, and ren- dowment.
All meetings are open to members
of the Student Body.
dergo an informal initiation the ovation of the club room.
Restricted donations totaled

New Members Are Elected Into
Numeral Society; Plan Initiation

Students Add
Amendment to
Constitution

Summer jobs often lead to rewarding careers at Du Pont

Interview Schedule

$11,568.56. The grand total of gifts yard, president of T. C. Heyward
in 1959 to Clemson, excepting Engineering Company in Charstate and federal appropriations lotte.
for collegiate activities or public
President
of the Alumni Asservices, came to almost six hunsociation for 1960 is Patrick N.
dred thousand dollars.
Calhoun, president of the Guilford
Sherman Speaks
National
Bank in
Greensboro,
Joe Sherman, very active in
alumni affairs and editor of the N. C.
Clemson Alumni News, stated,
"The increasing awareness on the
part of Clemson Alumni in relation to Alumni significance in the
total Clemson educational program is phenominal. I seriously
doubt if any alumni association in
America can point to more progress over a four year period
Public exhibition of the paintthan can the Clemson Alumni ings of John Grillo, an artist rapAssociation.
idly gaining prominence in the
"During the period 1956-59 since field of abstract art, is being held
the inauguration of the Clemson in the School of Architecture galAlumni Loyalty Fund, a total of lery. The exhibition will end next
$212,882.44 has been given to Saturday.
Clemson by the Clemson Alumni
Grillo, now residing in New
Fund."
York, attended the Hartford Art

Exhibitions From
Works Of Grille
To Be Displayed

Sherman pointed
out that 7
per cent of the Class of 1959
had already made loyalty gifts
by the end of 1959 and 24 per
cent of the Class of 1958 participated during 1959. Two classes, those of 1902 and 1907 had
100 per cent participation. The
Class of 1902 alone made loyalty gifts of almost $6,400.
President during the very successful year 1959 was Thomas S.
Millford, President of the Clemson Foundation. Custodian of loyalty fund for 1960, is T. C. Hew-

School in Connecticut. From 1944
until 1946, he served with the U.
S. Navy where he found numerous opportunities to make representational drawings and watercolors of life at sea. The vivid
colors of the tropics and the wartime environment led him into
the abstract field of art.
The exhibition, open from 1
until 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday, is under the co-sponsorship of the School of Architecture
and the Clemson Architectural
Foundation.

with
OR Campus M&ghujman
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf.',"The Many
Loves of Dobie G-illis", etc.)

COMMITTEES: AN AGONIZING REAPPRAISAL
To those of you who stay out of your student government
because you believe the committee system is just an excuse for
inaction, let me cite an example to prove that a committee,
properly led and directed, can be a great force for good.
Last week the Student Council met at the Duluth College of
Veterinary Medicine and Belles-Lettres to discuss purchasing a
new doormat for the students union. It was, I assure you, a
desperate problem because Sherwin K. Sigafoos, janitor of the
students union, threatened flatly to quit unless a new doormat
was installed immediately. "I'm sick and tired of mopping
that dirty old floor," said Mr. Sigafoos, sobbing convulsively.
(Mr. Sigafoos, once a jolly outgoing sort, has been crying almost
steadily since the recent death of his pet wart hog who had>been
his constant companion for 22 years. Actually, Mr. Sigafoos is
much better off without the wart hog, who tusked him viciously
at least once a day, but a companionship of 22 years is, I suppose, not lightly relinquished. The college tried to give Mr.
Sigafoos a new wart hog—a frisky little fellow with floppy ears
and a waggly tail—but Mr. Sigafoos only turned his back and
cried the harder.)

FEB. 15 TO FEB. 19
Monday
Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, ceramic engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering and physics.
United States Navy, Bureau of Ships:
Civil engineering, mechanical engineering and electircal engineering.
United States Navy, Engineering Exploration Station:
Electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, mathematics,
and physics.
Joseph Bancroft & Sons Co.:
Chemistry, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering,
mathematics, physics, and textiles.
American Lava Co.:
Ceramic engineering.
Tuesday

THIS SUMMER...

Ralston Purina Co., Inc., Atlanta Sales Area:
Mechanical engineering, agriculture, chemistry, chemistry,
chemical engineering.
United States Navy Engineering Exploration Station:
Electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, mathematics,
and physics.
Tennessee Valley Authority:
Civil engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering.
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation:
Civil engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering, and physics.
Wednesday
Esso Engineering & Research Co. and Standard Oil, Linden, N. J.:
Chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering
and mechanical engineering.
Ralston Purina Co.:
Agricultural engineering, chemistry, chemical engineering,
and mechanical engineering.
Sangamo Electric Co.:
Electrical engineering, industrial engineering, mechanical ensrinperinc
».nrt nhvsics.
gineering, and
physics.
Thursday
Esso Engineering and Research Co. & Standard Oil, Linden, N. J.:
Chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering,
and mechanical engineering.
Bailey Meter Co.:
Electrical engineering and mechanical engineering.
National Starch & Chemical Corporation:

ON-THE-JOB TECHNICAL TRAINING AT DU PONT
Pictured are a few of the many Du Pont
plants and laboratories across the country
where selected technical students roll up
their sleeves during summer vacation and
put their college training to practical use.
Most of the assignments are similar to
work the employees are likely to do after
graduation. Next summer, for example, a
chemical engineering student may go to
work on a catalyst recovery project. A
mechanical engineering trainee may become engrossed in a challenging hydraulic
study. A promising young chemist may
tackle a problem in organic chemistry.
In short, each man is given a regular
plant or laboratory assignment commensurate with his education to date. And, as
with permanent employees, the student's
training is personalized and tailored to fit
his background and interests ... even to
the location he prefers, as far as practical.
This program has proved of benefit both
to students and to Du Pont. It gives stu-

dents an opportunity to increase technical
knowledge and to learn how to put college
training to use in industry. It gives
Du Pont a chance to observe men who will
soon be graduating in science and engineering. Many of these summer associations are stepping stones to rewarding
careers with this company.
Juniors, seniors and graduate students
will be given technical assignments. Opportunities are in chemical, mechanical,
electrical and metallurgical engineering;
also in physics and mathematics. Candidates should write at once to E. I. du Pont
de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2420 Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. Openings are, of course, limited.
There are opportunities also for men
who have completed their freshman and
sophomore years, as laboratory assistants
or vacation relief operators. They should
apply direct to the Du Pont plant or
laboratory location of their choice.

Friday
Tennessee Eastman Co. and Longview & Rochester plants:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, industrial engineering, textile management and textile chemistry.
Riegel Textile Corporation:
Arts and sciences, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering and textiles.
Alabama Power Co.:
Electrical engineering and mechanical engineering.

All Types Sandwiches
And Short Orders

:o

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

ours

But I digress. The Student Council met, discussed the doormat for eight or ten hours, and then referred it to a committee.
There were some who scoffed then and said nothing would ever
be heard of the doormat again, but they reckoned without
Invictus Millstone.
Invictus Millstone, chairman of the doormat committee, was
a man of action—lithe and lean and keen and, naturally, a
smoker of Marlboro Cigarettes. Why do I say "naturally"?
Because, dear friends, active men and active women don't have
time to fuss and fumble and experiment with cigarettes. They
need to be sure their cigarettes will never fail them—that the
flavor will always be mild and mellow—that the filter will
always filter—that the pack will always be soft or flip-top. In
short, they need to be sure it's Marlboro—dependable, constant, tried and true Marlboro. Smoke one. You'll see.
Well sir, Invictus Millstone chaired his doormat committee
with such vigor and dispatch that, when the Student Council
met only one week later, he was able to rise and deliver the
following recommendations:
1. That the college build new schools of botany, hydrautic
engineering, tropical medicine, Indo-Germanie languages, and
inillinery.
2. That the college drop football, put a roof on the stadium,
and turn it into a low-cost housing project for married students.
3. That the college raise faculty salaries by $5000 per year
across the board.
4. That the college secede from the United States.
5. That the question of a doormat for the students union be
referred to a subcommittee.
So let us hear no more defeatist talk about the committee
system. It can be made to work!
© lseo M«I sbuimM

You don't need a committee to tell you how good Marlboros
are. You just need yourself, a Marlboro, and a match... Or
if you like mildness but you don't like filters, try Marlboro't
sister cigarette—Philip Morris.

Will Be Open Til
1:30 A. M. Friday Night

